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CHAPTER 1 

INTRODUCTION 

At the end of Fourth Kingdoms in BnF syr. 27, a long colophon divided into 

several major, unique sections contains inter alia three interesting and important Syriac 

texts. The first is a copy of a text written by Eusebius Pamphilus containing an excerpt 

from one of Origen’s commentaries on Isaiah, which discusses the problematic dating of 

Jeroboam’s reign. The next two texts are similar, often containing the scribe’s own 

paraphrases and comments, but which bear stark resemblance—betraying their origins—

to Pseudo-Athanasius’s Synopsis Scripturae Sacrae and Epiphanius’s On Weights and 

Measures. These latter two texts discuss the seventy-two translators, the Jewish revisers, 

Origen, Lucian, and Origen’s text-critical sigla.1 

 
 

1 Since the scope of this thesis extends only to the presentation of the material in this colophon 
by a transcription, translation, and comparison with related texts, matters concerning dates and the 
historical veracity of various points of fact throughout the colophon are not investigated here. However, it 
is important to establish the possible dates or date ranges concerning the related texts and this colophon. 

Concerning the date of the texts here studied: 1) BnF syr. 27, the Catalogues des manuscrits 
syriaques et sabéens (mandaïtes) de la Bibliothèque nationale notes that f. 93 records the date 1395 des 
Grecs, or 1084 CE. “Au fol. 93, une note assez développée qui rapporte qu’en l’an 1395 des Grec (1084 de 
J. C.) les Turcs ayant envahi et saccagó la Syrie et l’Asie Mineure, beaucoup de moines de ces contrées 
élaient venus se réfugier dans le désert de Scété, où ils avaient trouvé asile dans le couvent des moines 
syriens.” H. Zotenberg, Catalogues des manuscrits syriaques et sabéens (mandaïtes) de la Bibliothèque 
nationale (Paris: Imprimerie Nationale, 1874), 12. The Syriac text for the date from fol. 93 reads: !"#$ %&  

'̄"̄)̄ !*+,̈./0 . However, Peter Gentry assigns to the colophon studied here the date range 15 December 719-18 
January 720 CE, based on the colophon’s own witness on f. 90r, !"# 56789:52ܐ ܂2"1ܬܘ 0/̈-,+ܘ ()'&%!ܬ  
܂ 82&>ܕ , “in the year 928, the 5th Indiction.” See Peter J. Gentry, “Origen’s Hexapla,” in The Oxford 
Handbook of the Septuagint, ed. Alison G. Salvesen and Timothy Michael Law (Oxford: Oxford University 
Press, 2021), 561. The scripts used in these sections may be of help: The colophon ending at f. 90r uses the 
earlier Estrangela script, whereas the note in f. 93 uses the later Serta script. It is possible that the date on f. 
93 was recorded later by a scribe who used the manuscript to record a brief historical note whereas the date 
on f. 90r accurately records the original date of transcription by Mar Paul. 2) The date of Pseudo-
Athanasius’s Synopsis Scripturae Sacrae is difficult to establish, with several suggested dates, but Theodor 
Zahn gives a general range of the sixth century or later, “Vor dem 6. Jahrhundert ist die Compilation gewiß 
nicht entstanden, vielleicht noch später.” See Theodor Zahn, Geschichte des neutestamentlichen Kanons 
(Erlangen: A. Deichert, 1888), 315. Incidentally, this colophon can be useful in providing, at the least, a 
terminus ad quem for Pseudo-Athanasius’s Synopsis Scripturae Sacrae. 3) Epiphanius’s On Weights and 
Measures: 392 CE. See James Elmer Dean, ed., Epiphanius’ Treatise on Weights and Measures: The 
Syriac Version (Chicago: The University of Chicago Press, 1935), 2. 
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It is the purpose of this thesis to provide a transcription of this colophon, a 

translation for the first time into English, and to compare the respective sections of the 

colophon with extant works from Origen and Eusebius, Pseudo-Athanasius, and 

Epiphanius to demonstrate where possible the relationship of this colophon to these other 

texts. While somewhat summary in nature, this thesis intends to provide access to 

important information hidden in Syriac leaves so that the scholar interested in, inter alia, 

Origen, Lucian, Pseudo-Athanasius, Epiphanius, and the various Syriac recensions of 

their writings, may better understand the shape of knowledge’s tree. 

In the chapters that follow, I include in the first a transcription of the colophon, 

a brief synopsis of the paratextual features present, and a translation. For the sake of ease, 

clarity, and a near-exact representation of the colophon, I have generally formatted the 

transcription as one folio per two pages, employing the Estrangela script used by the 

scribe. I have assigned line numbers for the sake of the English translation and have 

placed them in the far-right margin of the text so as not to interfere with the various 

paratextual sigla that occur in the near-right margin of the text. The translation is 

footnoted at various points with interesting textual data, which can be used to help further 

our understanding of various Syriac textual phenomenon. In the second chapter I 

compare the first two major sections of the colophon in BnF syr. 27 with similar texts 

from Origen, Eusebius, and Pseudo-Athanasius, noting that no extant text is an exact 

match of the Eusebian material, whereas the second major section does indeed draw from 

Synopsis Scripturae Sacrae. Finally, in the third chapter I make a comparison of the last 

major section of the colophon with Epiphanius’s On Weights and Measures.  
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Transcription 

Folio 88v 

 

܀./C?CDCܐܕ ܢÄ@?<0 ܣ>(+;:9 8+67ܘܐܕ 23ܼ(0̈ /+.ܗܘ  

 

.23 F):<ܬG ܕC/ 0ܕ ܝܿܗIJ FK̈+3 ܕC<ܪ@MNܼ0 ܂?PDܦܐ ܕ  

܂FM+3 T7+3ܐܕ ÜVK3;0 ܢ>Tܿܗܕ I<0>3 S#0+3@ ܂R+K8ܼܪܘܐ   

ܘS< @Dܿܬܼܿ?Fܐ T3ܙ XCK3@ܕ J+)ܗ ?+M@ܬܐ ܀K3)ܗ 0Wܐ #)  

܂ܫܐ>Cܘ C3]!ܐ /Cܕ >Tܗ ܂C3ܙ>M. ܡܪ>K? C+@ܕ ܢ>Tܿܗ ܂ܿܝ?0ܕ   

P#0ܿ3ܘ #Cܘܕ /0ܕ ܿܝܗ :ܝ?G 0ܘܗ G?ܿ+0 23. >.ܐܘ ܂C3ܨ>0ܐܘ  

b3!̈ܨܕ ܂ܢܼܘܗ /M`Wa: 0>7WC@̈ܖܐ 7J: FÄ@?G@ܕ Gܬ>(^.  

܂܂ /+M@?0ܕ ܢ>Tܿܗ F:D̈G ܂3ܿ+@ܘ?) aܕ>;@ /+F7+ܼV #) ܂̇ܘ9#ܼ   

܂Gܼܬ>(6eܿ ܬܼܘܗ F:̈DGܕ Gܬ>+0ܕ /0ܕ ܂0ܿWܼܐ Tdܐ /0ܿ ̇ܘܗܘ   

/Cܕ ݀ܘܗ ܂C3]!ܐܘ C3ܙ>P ܝܗܘ?Cܐܕ W@ܼ?6ܐ ܼܘܗ #) ܼܘܗ #)  

܂ܿ/Cܪܬܘ /+M@ܪܐܕ 0K+K3 ݀ܘܗ PJ ܝ?6K+g 0 #)ܕ ܂0ܿWܼܐ Tdܐ  

܂ܩܼ?Fܘ FM+?Gܼܬܕ ܦh! 23. ܂Gܼܿܬ>+<M@̈ܖܐ ?.?. ܫW;0ܿܕ    

.D.+/ ܬ.?G ܕS#C:+/ 0ܿܐ+WC/ܦܐ ܂ R+W PJ 6̈^+XG 0?!<C3  

TDCWܐC? .23 F):<ܬG ܬܕFܿM+?Gܼ܂ .< @)b<3@̈?) /0 ܕ  

0Ub̈);3ܼܘ 23ܼ.ܐ ܂@Dܢܘ (# @Dܐܕ ܂ܿܢܘCj ܐCe/0 ܂܂I<ܠ  

FM+?Gܬܕ /C3 0ܿܪ>U@ ܂G (?Clܬ>e(0̈ܕ ?.ܬܕ ܿܝ7MN @D!ܪ  

܀j(0ܐ P>Wa F̈K+3ܬ?Fܕ Wa@ ܝܗܘ?Cܐ #)ܕ ܀C)Dܕ   

23(0̈ܕ /Cܪ U<̈.:23@ ܀F)Nܪܘj @X(0ܐ P>Wa FK̈+3ܬܪܬܘ   

j PJ(0ܐ ܂ܢܼ>:+(Fܕ Wa@ ܝܗܘ݆?Cܐ #) 7M+N݆!ܪ .ܼܗ?(0Iܕ  

CDܕܘa܂ @Wa ܕ!#a ̈ܖܐܘ@M+/ FK?G C<ܪ@MNܿ (# 0ܐ)jܼ܂  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

( • 

( • 

( • 

( • 

1 

 

 

 

 

5 

 

 

 

 

10 

 

 

 

 

15 

 

 

 

 

20 
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Folio 88v Cont. 

 

R73ܕ ܿܝܗ ܂F)N 0#CK?Gܿܪj @X(0ܐ F7M>Wa F̈K+3ܘ    

0WC3ܕ ܒܘܬ ܂C/ 0ܘIJ 0ܐD 7!ܪܕMN0 ܂/ .MJ 0ܿ/ (?Cl܂     

TMK/ @WܬG ܕ!K<ܢ @Wܕ ܗTbܿd 0ܿ)e3 ܕ@̈o P:<܂ܢ .bWܬG      

ܢ.܀.P:<T+?G ܿܝܗ Cܼ/ TM:23ܕ    

܂܂܂ ./C?.ܬܕ RK+8 0/ p<0>3ܪܘܐܕ D(Cܕ #) C)Dܕ  

.ܕ Cjܐ /G ()DCܗ 23.ܐ
ܿ

>. ./F7M+/ CDܿ@+Kܕ FV3>9 ܬ>  

(# .23 C#PܿMK/ܿܕ ܂@>^̈+XG 0ܿ/ 0Ub)qܿܿܘܿܗ ܂ P7WC3 ܬ?0ܕP?G  

܂FW(3ܕ /+.ܗܕ G?(0ܘ .F3ܿܗ   

̰ ̰ ̰ ̰ ̰ ̰ ̰ ̰ ̰ ̰ ̰ ̰ ̰ ̰ ̰  ̰̰ ̰ ̰ ̰ ̰ ̰ ̰ ̰ ̰ ̰ ̰ ̰ ̰ ̰ ̰ ̰ ̰ ̰ ̰ ̰ ̰ ̰ ̰ ̰ ̰ ̰ ̰ ̰ ̰ ̰ ̰ ̰  

F<ܕܘP3 6ܿܕs !Uܿo 0IJ 0U):̈K<ܬG 0Ub̈);?G 3@̈?)ܕ  

܀      ܇9ܿUV< 0/ .UK3 P7WC3 .+ܿ<T+3ܬܐ CeK3ܐܕ ܂D̈Cܿ3.ܐ  

()DC/ 0U):̈K<ܬG 3@̈?) /0 /+@?̈)ܬܐܕ P7ÄC3 @e?̈@3 C<̈T+3  

/+F7Mܕ G S#0+?Gܬ>0U):K ܂D̈C3ܼ.ܐ 9UܿV< .e?̈@3ܕ ܢ>T݀ܗ /0   

/0 ܂CK?Gܿ#0 ܣ>SWC< 0/ p+7WCܬܐܕ /+.ܗ ܂C/ !e+̈:23̇ܪܬܘ  

9I):ܿX0ܿ ܣܘ)e3 0ܕhܼܪC/ܿܗ ܂T݀<ܐ ܢTÜ+/ 7!ܬܐ #)ܕU< @eJ  

@+?G: ܐ >0ܨܘ(b#a ܘ >+.ܨܘ@M< 0?CbXC? 0/ ܐ.DGܼ܂  

T>7< 3!ܘܪ S#CU3ܼ9ܘ ܂UV< 0/ P7WC3 .e?̈@3 ܐ.D̈C3܂  

/Fܼ<Cܘ /+:(Fܿܕ >Febܐ ܂a .e?̈@3ܼܕ̈#! ܬ>. >:9bܿ #)ܘ  

@:)?G ܘFܼ<C/ @b+)23ܼ @e):#ܕܗ ܂ܡa 0 ܝܿܗU):K<ܬG  

( • 

( • 

( • 

( • 

 

 

 

 

 ܀

 

 

 

܂ܐ . 

 

 

 

 

25 

 

 

 

 

 

30 

 

 

 

 

35 
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Folio 88r 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

ΓΙΤΑ 

 

ΑΚΤΙΟϹ 

ΜΑΜΑΙΑ 

ΕΝΙϹ 

ΜΑΝ 

ΤΟϹ 

S#0+?G0 ܀U):̈K<ܬG ܕC/ ܬ̈ܖܬܕC/ ܕC)Dܢ:3@?̈)ܕ ܢܘ  

܀ ܂S<.23ܐܕ /Cܼܪܬܘ /+F7M ܢ>T݀ܗ ܪ?@  

܂܂܂ ܂ܣ>0e>6ܕ ?.ܬܕ   

>CVܕܐ #) ܢ>Tܼܗ ܦܐܕ /+TUܐ ܢ>T݀ܗ ܂ܢ>+pܘܕܐܬܕ uܼܿ@ܪܐܕ  

@e?@3 P7WC3ܼ܂ .:KDC/ 0ܿ/ @U<C<0 ܬ)?G 6:<܂  

.:KDC/ ܕC/ !ܿ);<ܼܐ ܂Cj 3+0ܘ#.ܕ .N ܕ 23(0̈ܕFWܪa  

܂  ܂  ܂C3ܕܘT+XC? 0?!Ub+/ CD̈ܗ UVK3;̈:@ ܢܘD@ܕ  

0?!ܼ[C/ ܕC/ ܗT݁<3!ܘܪ /0 ܢ>(0 >.ܕ ܢ S#CU3 9UܿV<ܼ܂  

Cjܐܘ ܂ܼܢܘC)Dܕ F<̈C, FW@?Gܕ ܡ0IJ !WCK3 0# 23.ܐ  

C?CWܕ FV3>9 3)ܪܗ /0 ܂FÄCWa 3@̈?)ܕ 23.ܬ>;.ܕ  

FWCW ܐC?9ܕ ݀ܘܗ ܂ܼܝܗܘUV݀< ܗT݀<ܢ S#̈0+3 F7M+/ ܪܬܘC/܂  

܂܂܂ ܀ ܀>:(F ܡ#:(b#a @e)ܐܘ  

,Ü:!ܕ 0Waܐ?0ܕ ݀ܝܗ Gܬ>G 0U):KܬW!ܐ ܒܘܬ  

C<̈T+3ܘ WT3 P7̈WC3!ܐ PN (?̈@3 ܦܐ ?F?(bܼܐ  

@bh@3 .<ܐ ܬCWCb< @?ܪ P[ܪa܂ @[@̈K3 ܐܕTI<T+K<ܣ  

܂܂܂ aܪܘ6Xܕ ܗR+I3 0ܿ)e3 @W ܦܐܕ ݀ܘܗ  

0U):K<ܬG ܕF? ܐF?(bܼ? 0ܕ ܝܼܗ ܦܐIU+3 @bh@3ܼ܂  

@K+V;<.+8 ܐ ܬ>.ܕ ݀ܝܗS?C<܂ܣ  

@:hP? ܙ@̈K3 ܐܕ.e>K#0:2ܕ ݀ܘܗ ܣܘܪXC3.܀  

@[̈@K3 ܕܕS+<0ܿ ܣ)e3ܼ 0?C#ܘܗ ܥG ܪܐRK+8܂  

Gܘܗ ܝܗܘ?Cܐܕ ݀ܘܗ ܂ܼܝSWܬܐ 0KI8ܕܐ ܦܐܕ ݀ܘܗ  

Cgܕܐ #) ܂ë?@3ܼ. ܼܘܗ ܦܐ 9Ug݀ ܂Wa PK<C3ܼ@ܘ#@  

!?C?ܐC? @e)D9 ܢܘ<̈FV3ܕ ܂@Dܢܘ (# Feoܐ   

 .ܒ.

 

 .ܓ.

 ܕ

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 .ܗ.

 

 

 

 .ܘ.

 

40 

 

 

 

 

45 

 

 

 

 

50 

 

 

 

 

55 

 

 

 

 

60 
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Folio 88r Cont. 

 

 

 

ΑϹΤΕΡΙϹΚΟΙ 

 

ΛΙΜΝΙϹΚΟΙ 

ΥΠΟΛΙΜΝΙϹΚΟΙ 

 

 

 

 

 

 

ΕΠΙϹΙΜΟϹ 

C?CW FWCWaܘ C?CW !?C?Gܕ /Cܪܬܘ /+F7Mܕ ݀ܝD. ܢ>(0  

?0WC/ C<TXCܐ?0ܕ  ※ S7)Dܿܘ 3)ܪܗ /0 ܂.e<̈(7<T3  

ܢ:>.X@ܐ /SWC?0ܕ - T3ܘ̈ܖX^.ܘ ܂>6IÄC>Vܐ  

C/ T<̈S[G: !# 0/ .MJܪܬ ܢܘC? .Dܐܕ ÄT3!ܐ T3ܘ̈ܖX^.ܘ  

>0WC/ .+:̈K+>Vܐ?0ܕ ?!?. /0 #!ܘ  

>K+>V:+.̈>9ܘܗ ܋ /0WCܐ?0ܕ ÄT3!ܐܘ  

/+ܼ:+6ܕ T3ܗ T3]@ ܂ܕ>b(@ ܂FVܿ)+/ 0/ .?!? !# T<S[Gܕ  

ܢ>T݀ܗܕ aܪܗ>K.ܕ Cjܐ ?Cܐ?PVܿl !?C #) :3)ܪܗ  

Gܬ>:(P< .Uܕ>:. 3݀@ܨ #) ܂C)Dܼܕ FVK3̈>;@ ܢ>Tܐ 6N ܂/SܿWCܼܕ  

?+)ܘܐ C/ 9<FV3ܕ #) ܂܂ܙ܂܂ C/ 0;ÜVK3 S#C̈U3ܪܬܘ /+F7Mܕ  

0U):K<ܬG ܕ ݀ܝܗ!:̈d ܕ ݀ܝܗܘF̈? ܐF?(b?ܼ0 ܂IJ .23  

C#CM<ܬG ܗܕT݀<ܕ ܢ.D.+/ 9UV<ܼܬܘܬܐ #+@ ܂G ܕ!̈:d  

܂܂܂ܣ>:+<+9ܐ ?SWC3 C<TXC?0ܕ ݀ܝܗ ?Fܕܘ     

 

※ 

÷ 

÷ 

 

 

 

65 

 

 

 

 

70 
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Folio 89v 

 

܀d:!ܕ  

PK<C3 ݀ܘܗ ܣ>S+K>. #)ܘ /)ܪ?@ ܂/+T̈ܐ F:ܿD ܂?Fܕܘ  

/u @DC^9 #) ܘܼܗ ܦܐܕ Tdܐ ݀ܘܗ :a S#CU3ܕ6Dܘ 3@ܪ  

@:U):̈K<ܬG ܕS̈#C:/ 0ܐ+Äܘ :ܢ@ë?@3 P7̈WC3ܿ: ܘ![G  

PN !?C?ܬܘG .:̈)23 ܕ /+.ܗ!>+Äܘܐ ܢ C?CÄܬG  

ܢܘD(Cܕ G @+?̈C?G?+̈)ܘ#@ ܨܪܬ ܂aܼܪC?CDC/ 0/ FWܐ  

Gܬ>I+.ܬܐ ܪ?@ܕ ݀ܝܗ ܂N .2X!̈3 (Ä6I+K3(Fܐܘ ܂3ܼ@̈?)ܕ  

݀ܘܗ 3+9ܘܕܪ ܪ?@ ܂ܼܣ>CU3 .<S+Kܕܘܕ C)Dܕ Gܬܘܕ6Dܘ  

܂T3ܼܘpÄ ܣ>S)+I+Kܘܕܘ ܣ>G @+<̈0, 0e>+:+Kܼܘܗܕ  

@e?@3 0ܕU):K<ܬG ܕ@eXܐ ܬܪC#ܐ ܝܗ̈ܘF?(b?  

@K+V<0<ܕC3 @+<̈0, S<6I+I+K<0ܿ ܣ)e3 .<ܬ CDܕ̈ܘC3  
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Analysis of Paratextual Features 

The scribe makes use of several sigla and numbers. Table 1 provides a brief 

overview of these signs. 
 
 

Table 1. Analysis of paratextual features 
 

Sigla Description 

( • Generally, indicates where a line has a quotation from the Holy Scriptures. 

 .Marks a significant section break ܀

 .Represents the number 1; the first version. Assigned to the seventy-two .ܐ.

 .Represents the number 2; the second version. Assigned to Aquila .ܒ.

 .Represents the number 3; the third version. Assigned to Symmachus .ܓ.

 .Represents the number 4; the fourth version. Assigned to Theodotion ܕ

 ”.Represents the number 5; the fifth version. Assigned to “the fifth .ܗ.

 ”.Represents the number 6; the sixth version. Assigned to “the sixth ܘ

※ Asteriscus; marks where the discussion centers around asterisci in the text. 

÷ Lemniscus; marks where the discussion centers around related sigla (— & ܋). 
 
 
 

The above sigla appear in the right margin, generally alongside the first line in 

the text where their signified counterparts are discussed. The sigla ܀, ※, and ÷ also 

appear in the text, whereas — and ܋ only	appear in the text. In the cases of . ܗ., .ܘ ., and	

※, these sigla are resumptive, appearing again for a second time where their signified 

counterparts are discussed again. Further, the ※ is the only siglum to appear three times. 

The only paratextual features in the left margin are Greek words that are Syriac 

transliterations in the text. In general, the Greek word is placed near the line in which the 

corresponding Syriac transliteration occurs. Two Greek words are in shortened forms: 

1) ΕΝΙϹ, which corresponds to the last two syllables of ܪܐRK+8  and 2) ΜΑΝΤΟϹ, 
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which is split between two lines and does not include the prefix ΑΔ-, as would be 

expected, reflecting 0ܕܐKI8 . 

Relative to other Syriac texts, the colophon in BnF Syr.027 makes use of only 

a handful of accent marks. Table 2 provides a brief overview of the main accents 

employed in BnF Syr.027. 
 
 

Table 2. Analysis of the main accents2 
 

Accent Sign Description 

Påsôqå .ܐ Pausal (major) 

Marks syntactically self-contained clauses, whether final 

clauses or of lengthier self-contained clauses 

Level or neutral tone 

ʽêlåyå ܂̇ܐ  Pausal (minor) 

Marks the end of minor, subdivided clause  

Rising tone can suggest exclamation, command, 

question, etc. 

Taḥtåyå ܂ܼܐ  Pausal (major) 

Found at the end of a non-final clause; often with a 

following antithesis 

Probably falling tone 

Š'wayyå or 

zaugå 

 Pausal (minor) ܐ:

In older manuscripts, probably equal to Påsôqå 

Probably level tone 

 
 

2 J. B. Segal provides an excellent overview of the bewildering array of Syriac diacritical 
points and accents. See J. B. Segal, The Diacritical Point and the Accents in Syriac (Piscataway, NJ: 
Gorgias Press, 2003). 
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Over the course of Syriac history, the four accents given in table 2 eventually 

followed a customary, hierarchical order. Verses in Syriac were generally divided into 

two main syntactic units: the first being šûdåyå and the second, pûrʽånå. The general 

hierarchy was as follows: The påsôqå marked the end of the verse and the taḥtåyå 

marked the end of the first main syntactic unit (the šûdåyå). The š'wayyå marked a 

subdivision in the šûdåyå if length or syntax made it desirable, and the ʽêlåyå likewise 

marked a subdivision in the pûrʽånå.3  

In the colophon analyzed here, these distinctions are sometimes in use but are 

often not maintained. For example, in many instances, one accent or another seems to 

operate as the only pausal accent across several clauses; e.g., in lines 2-3 of the colophon 

two instances of a taḥtåyå occur before the final påsôqå. Caution is necessary when 

assuming a particular function for the accents in this colophon. 

Translation 

(1) These are the words of Eusebius Pamphilus as they appear to be:  

“Origen also mentions in the first volume of his commentaries of Isaiah the prophet that 

there is no consensus concerning the years of Jeroboam when he said thus, ‘Therefore, it 

was necessary that in Matthew’s [account] those who are between Joram and Uzziah—

that is Ahaziah, Joash, and Amaziah—were passed over in silence in such a manner if 

Matthew was deriving fourteen generations from David until the Babylonian exile.4 We 

were thinking that the manuscripts were mistaken when the names that were required 

were omitted by scribal error. Indeed, someone says that the error was due to the 

similarity of the names (10) since it was supposed that Uzziah was the same as Ahaziah; 

 
 

3 Segal, The Diacritical Point and the Accents in Syriac, 75. 
4 An interesting use of š'wayyå occurs here, illustrating that the hierarchy of the accents may 

not be the only operative paradigm for their use in this colophon. In this case, the colophon has: 61̇2+ܘ 6/ܘܕ  
A%,FG: 1,BF/0̈ܖܐ (#ABC: !-̈Dܕ (ܬ:@?<  where the š'wayyå seems to mark off the appositive; i.e., 

literally “David unto the deportation of Babylon—fourteen generations. We were thinking. . .” 
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but another says that when Matthew was in need of the number “42,” which was 

separated into three periods of fourteen years, he did not worry about the story but passed 

over in silence the three that were mentioned beforehand. Even by many others it is 

clearly indicated that there is no consensus about the story, not only from the (15) 

translated Scriptures,5 but among their own Scriptures.6 For example, concerning 

Rehoboam in Third Kingdoms, it is written at the beginning of his account: ‘When he 

was sixteen years old, he began to reign. And he reigned twelve years in Jerusalem.’7 But 

after the words concerning him [it continues], ‘Rehoboam, being the son of Solomon, 

ruled over (20) Judah. Jeroboam8 began to rule when he was 41 years old. He ruled 17 

years in Jerusalem, the city that the Lord chose.’ Further, concerning Rehoboam’s mother, 

[continuing] from what is written above,9 ‘Naanan, the daughter of Hanan, the son of 

Nahash, King of the Ammonites,’10 but at the end [is written],11 ‘Naamah the 

Ammonitess.’12” 

These are Origen’s own [words] from the thirtieth volume.13 

Are we not giving all these [words] according to the translation of the 

 
 

5 Syriac D#̈A2 , which always means “Scripture(s)” throughout this colophon whether in 
shorthand or in a full phrase such as ܕD#̈A2 ܐ>Ḧ/2 . 

6 Literally: “in theirs as in theirs.” The contrast is between the Hebrew and the Greek versions 
of Scripture. 

7 3 Kgdms 12:24a: . . . Ροβοαµ . . . υἱὸς ὤν ἑκκαίδεκα ἐτῶν ἐν τῷ βασιλεύειν αὐτὸν καὶ δώδεκα 
ἔτη ἐβασίλευσεν ἐν Ιερουσαληµ. 

8 3 Kgdms 14:21: Καὶ Ροβοαµ υἱὸς Σαλωµων ἐβασίλευσεν ἐπὶ Ιουδα, υἱὸς τεσσαράκοντα καὶ ἑνὸς 
ἐνιαυτῶν Ροβοαµ ἐν τῷ βασιλεύειν αὐτὸν καὶ δέκα ἑπτὰ ἔτη ἐβασίλευσεν ἐν Ιερουσαληµ τῇ πόλει, ἣν 
ἐξελέξατο κύριος. . . The LXX has Ροβοαµ as the subject here, but the colophon makes /:ܪA%J  the subject 
of the clause. This, of course, is part of the confusion. 

9 Referring to what continues from the above 3 Kgdms 12:24a quotation. 
10 3 Kgdms 12:24a: . . . Νααναν θυγάτηρ Αναν υἱοῦ Ναας βασιλέως υἱῶν Αµµων. . . 
11 Referring to the end of the 3 Kgdms 14:21. 
12 3 Kgdms 14:21: . . . Νααµα ἡ Αµµανῖτις. 
13 It is unclear whether this is a correction to line three’s “first volume” or a mistake. 
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seventy,14 not as though we do not know that what is translated by many others is the 

Hebrew [translation] now in use?15 The account of these things remains. 

The list that surrounds [this section] is useful concerning how the different 

versions of the (30) Holy Scriptures were translated from Hebrew into Greek.  

All of these versions were copied from the Hebrew Scriptures into the Greek 

Scriptures, by those that translated the Holy Scriptures: 

 the first version of the seventy-two experts who were summoned from [is] ܐ

the city of Tiberius by Ptolemy, the king of Egypt. Those are the men who, when they 

were cloistered in every (35) room and fasted at the same time and turned and prayed 

earnestly to God, received the Holy Spirit, and translated the Holy Scriptures from 

Hebrew. And when they compared the Scriptures with each other, they found they were 

complete and agreed by word and sense in everything. This is that first version.16  

-then the second version of their Scriptures following after the seventy [is] ܒ

two: of Aquila. 

 .the third: Symmachus’s [is] ܓ (40)

  .the fourth: Theodotion’s [is] ܕ

When those men looked in the Hebrew Scripture,17 they indeed placed the 

same word for some of these [words] but for others they changed [the words] according 

 
 

14 The “seventy” and the upcoming “seventy-two” are used throughout this text to refer either 
to the number of translators who originally began the translation of the Septuagint, following after the 
tradition of the Letter of Aristeas, which is also maintained in Epiphanius’s On Weights and Measures, or 
to refer to the version of those seventy-two, i.e., the Septuagint. Instead of translating these numbers as 
“Septuagint” where the numbers refer to the version of the seventy-two, I have chosen to keep the literal 
numbers as a record of the textual data in this colophon. 

15 Interestingly, the ʽêlåyå, which can be used with questions, predominates as the minor 
pausal accent throughout this section. The påsôqå is still used to mark the major and final divisions. This 
and the predominating use of š'wayyå or taḥtåyå in various sections again suggest that the author of this 
colophon is using one appropriate pausal accent per section without observing a strict hierarchy. 

16 In other words, ܐ signifies the first version translated by the seventy-two. Each of the Syriac 
letters in this and the following paragraphs is set in the right-hand margin and appears to denote the 
location of the discussion of each of the versions as well as to identify them each with a number.	

17 Often plural, but here singular: +BF/2  AK#A2 . 
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to the likeness, namely, of the words of truth, (45) that the Jews may gladly use the 

translators.  

But they themselves show that it was not, rather, by the Holy Spirit that they 

translated but concerning some dispute of their contemporaries according to a perversion 

of the true books.18 Henceforward is an explanation that is entirely true: that those first 

seventy-two who translated [the Hebrew Scriptures] (50) unanimously agreed in 

everything. 

 Then another version called “the fifth”19 was also found with other :ܗ (51)

Hebrew and Greek Scriptures in a wine jar near Jericho, after Ezra, in the time of 

Antoninus, who was also Geta the king, the son of Severus. 

 The version of “the sixth”20 was also found hidden in a wine jar in :ܘ (55)

Nicopolis, which is near Actium, during the time of Alexander, the son of Mamaea.  

In the time of Decius, the king, Origen became known, who is also called 

Adamantius, who was, (60) by way of life, an ascetic. He also translated the Scriptures 

while diligently looking into all of the translations so that with reference to them when he 

found, rather, the [version] of the seventy-two to be more accurate and truer, he accepted 

it. Therefore, as for the little stars (※) that are named asteriskoi21 in Greek, and the little 

arrows22 (—) called obeli, (65) and the other little arrows (÷) that have two dots—one 
 

 
18 In other words, the versions of the later translators are based on contemporary disputes and 

should not be considered divinely inspired like the work of the seventy-two. This is the most explicit 
criticism of the later translators in this colophon. 

19 Or “Quinta.” I have chosen to consistently render this the “fifth” for the purposes of 
recording the textual data in this colophon. 

20 Or “Sexta.” I have chosen to consistently render this the “sixth” for the purposes of 
recording the textual data in this colophon. 

21 Henceforth, “asterisci.” Following much of the standard literature and for consistency with 
the other text-critical sigla, I have chosen to use the Latin form of the names of the critical marks. I 
transliterate the Greek here to point out the use of the mater lectionis ܘ that	is used for the nominative 
plural ending	-οι; see the marginal note:	ΑϹΤΕΡΙϹΚΟΙ. The mater lectionis is used in the same way for the 
upcoming obeli, lemnisci, and hypolemnisci. 

22 Generally translated “critical marks.” I have chosen to translate L(52ܘ̈ܖ  in this way to 
maintain the descriptive language used here, as well as to parallel the	 D:̈DB:52  “little stars” in line 63.	
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above and one below—named lemnisci, and the others that are named (܋) hypolemnisci 

that take only one point underneath (in the way that they are placed here), when [Origen] 

was investigating carefully as to the elucidation of those [translations] (70) mentioned, he 

placed them in his translations when he wished to point out the consensus of the holy 

seventy-two translators.  

But when a translation, that is, a version, whether “the fifth” or “the sixth,” 

was found, because of the obscurity of the ones who translated these, by means of the 

fifth letter or the sixth, which is called in Greek εpisimos,23 (75) [Origen] named them  

“the fifth” and “the sixth.” After [these is the version of] Lucian, that great ascetic and 

holy martyr. He also was the one who, while reading the versions mentioned above as 

well as the Hebrew Scriptures, and accurately seeing that words were missing or (80) 

were superfluous rather than true, made corrections in places in their version of the 

Scriptures and he entrusted [his version] to Christian brothers. After the courage and 

martyrdom of the holy Lucian—after the persecution that was in the days of the tyrants 

Maximinius and Diocletian—that [version] was found in a book containing a translation 

that was in his own handwriting in Nicomedia in the days of Constantine the king, with 

the Jews, in a wall, in a little chest that was white-washed as if for preservation. 

(87) Now, another list that is collected in abridged form from the rest that was 

made by the holy Epiphanius, concerning the asterisci, the obeli, the lemnisci, and the 

hypolemniscus (90) that have been found written in the holy books. 

The asteriscus is thus ※ and the obelus is —, as is the lemniscus, and 

hypolemniscus; these signs are found in the Holy Scriptures. This is their list. The sign of 

the asteriscus is ※; where it is found that it is written, it signifies those words that (95) 

 
 

23 Transliterated according to the marginal note: ΕΠΙϹΙΜΟϹ, which should be understood as 
ἐπίσημος, or “symbol” particularly of ς as the number 6 (the sixth letter of Ἰησοῦς). See ἐπίσημος in Franco 
Montanari and Center for Hellenic Studies, The Brill Dictionary of Ancient Greek, ed. Madeleine Goh, 
Chad Matthew Schroeder, Gregory Nagy, and Leonard Muellner, transl. Rachel Barritt-Costa (Leiden: 
Brill, 2015). 
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are written in the Hebrew Scriptures, Aquila, and Symmachus, rarely in Theodotion, but 

which the seventy-two translators left out and did not translate inasmuch as they were 

considered unnecessary and superfluous. As an example of the things that have been said, 

I will assert by means of one small quotation so that (100) from it these things may be 

known as well as the rest. There is written at the beginning of the book of Genesis24 in 

Hebrew, with which Aquila agrees (as do the other translators except for the seventy-

two), “and Adam lived thirty year25 and nine hundred year.” Therefore, when the seventy-

two translated from Hebrew (105) to Greek they left out the words that were considered 

unnecessary and superfluous and did not write them just as [they are in] the Hebrew 

Scripture, or also, as I was saying, Aquila and as his fellows [did]. But omitting [the 

words] since they were superfluous, he26 wrote instead of “Adam lived thirty year and 

nine hundred year,” “Adam lived nine hundred and thirty years.”27 (110) When indeed 

they left out these words that are in the Hebrew, they were not impeding the reading of 

the Greek. But again, these [words] excessively repeat, which, with respect to Hebrew, is 

not possible.28 Therefore, when Origen compared the versions to each other, he found 

words that the seventy-two omitted and did not translate since they were considered 

superfluous (115) but are necessarily in the Hebrew as is suitable to the language. But the 

other translators followed [the Hebrew] even though, according to the Greek language, 

[the words] are superfluous. [Origen] wrote [the words] down again, not as if the need 

was incumbent upon them for the reading, that is, the Greek language, for they were 

unnecessary as it has been said. (120) But so that it did not seem that the version of the 

 
 

24 Literally, ܕAF/#)  D#A2  

25 Singular in text, !"#) . This is also why the example is apt.	
26 Singular, ܒ D#ܼ  

27 Plural “years”, !̈"92  

28 In other words, Hebrew does not consider it excessive to repeat the words. 
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seventy29 has translated too little what is in the Hebrew, he placed asterisci by the words 

signifying, as it has been said, that just as the stars are in the firmament of heaven, and 

whether by the clouds or by the sun they are hidden, so the (125) asterisci that are written 

by the words are signifying that these words are written down in the Hebrew version like 

the stars in the firmament, but the version of the seventy30 veils and hides them as the sun 

does the stars. These things are what concerns the asterisci. 

But of the — obelus, (130) this is its account: 

The sign of the obelus is this: ܋, and it is translated into Syriac as RXܪa . And 

it is written in Holy Scripture by those words that are considered necessary by the 

seventy-two but are not written in Aquila or Symmachus. For those (135) seventy-two 

translators of themselves wrote and added the words, not without cause, but rather for 

advantage. For there are Hebrew words that, when translated into Greek, are not able to 

demonstrate their sense if the other [words] are not fittingly given so that they might be 

understood and might complete (140) what is lacking from what was translated from the 

Hebrew. For this reason, [these words] are necessarily added by the seventy-two 

translators so as not to hinder the reading in Greek. Therefore, Origen necessarily placed 

the obeli by the words that were usefully added but were not written in the Hebrew 

versions, Aquila, (145) or Symmachus when by means of these he signifies that just as 

the RXܪa  or the lance destroys those that it passes through, so the obelus has done to the 

words by which it is written—as if they are come to an end—since they are superfluous 

and are not written in the Hebrew versions or in one of the (150) other translators, but 

rather in the seventy-two, according to the necessity mentioned before. But concerning 

the seventy-two: when they translated the Holy Scriptures, they translated in pairs, as it is 

 
 

29 Elsewhere, generally “seventy-two”: 0/ܪܬܘ  !B%90 ; but here there is a small, vertical, dagger-
like mark immediately following ܕ!B%90 , perhaps noting the difference.	

30 Unlike the previous instance in line 120, no mark follows !B%90  here.	
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learned from the story composed by the Holy Epiphanius for this sake, so that, because it 

was found that everything was translated from the (155) Holy Scriptures thirty-six times, 

it happened that some words were found in their translations that were translated by the 

end of a word only or not with sense. When Origen encountered and found in these 

translations a word that one pair alone translated differently aside from the rest, he 

marked beside it a hypolemniscus. (160) This is what was placed: ܋; a RXܪa  with one 

dot underneath it. But wherever he found a word that two pairs from among the 

translators translated differently, he placed a lemniscus; this is it ÷; a RXܪa  that takes 

two dots, one above and one below. And these things, in an abridged form, are what have 

been said (165) concerning the asteriscus, obelus, hypolemniscus, and the lemniscus, for 

the purpose of making known these [signs] that may be encountered, from the abundance 

of the teaching inspired by God of the Holy Epiphanius concerning these [signs]. 

But if, perhaps, someone finds an asteriscus written by words that are 

introduced by Aquila, Symmachus, or Theodotion, or from the other versions, he should 

know that some of the words are the ones that are repeated two times in the Hebrew and 

are those omitted by the seventy-two because of what was said before. Origen also placed 

asterisci upon them according to the custom that he placed upon these things that are 

from the Hebrew, but his name is not written by them, (175) nor someone else’s, but an 

asteriscus only. But there are very rarely other words where the Hebrew is marked by 

them or the asterisci are placed beside them. 

(178) The holy abbot Mar Paul, bishop of the Christians in the great city 

Alexandria, translated this book from the Greek language into Syriac, from the version of 

the seventy-two, by the command and exhortation of the holy and blessed Mar 

Athanasius, Patriarch of the Christians, in the monastery of Mar Zacchaeus in Callinicum 

while he dwelled in Alexandria in the days of the God-loving Mar Theodorus, the 

archimandrite of his monastery in the year 928, the 5th Indiction. Let anyone who reads 

this pray for the God-loving Mar Thomas, servant and syncellus of the holy and blessed 
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Patriarch Mar Athanasius, who took pains along with the rest who grew weary and 

labored with him, that God may reward them for their diligence and their labor—the 

salvation of their souls by the prayers of his mother and of all the saints. 

Amen.
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CHAPTER 2 

TEXTUAL COMPARISONS 

This colophon contains material from several different texts and betrays 

varying degrees of dependency on those texts. In this chapter, I will analyze, discuss, and, 

where possible, compare BnF syr. 27 f. 88v-f. 89v, lines 1-86 with extant texts. The 

section of BnF syr. 27 in f. 88v, lines 1-28 purports to come from a section of Origen’s 

commentaries on Isaiah; no extant text appears to contain the same material. The section 

of BnF syr. 27 in f. 88v-89v, lines 29-86, due to similarities in order and subject matter 

that suggest a dependent relationship, is compared with Pseudo-Athanasius’s Synopsis 

Scripturae Sacrae and Epiphanius’s On Weights and Measures. 

Folio 88v, Lines 1-28 

In this section, the Eusebian text quotes from Origen’s commentaries on Isaiah, 

none of which have survived, outside of a few fragments containing material from Isaiah 

30 and an excerpt from Isaiah. Nine of Origen’s homilies on Isaiah, particularly Isaiah 6, 

have been recorded for posterity by Jerome.1 However, no extant texts match exactly 

what is contained here. Origen discusses Matthew’s genealogy elsewhere in a clearly 

different manner in his Homily XXVII on Numbers: 

. . .and, further, the coming of our Lord and Savior into this world is traced through 
forty-two generations. This is what Matthew the Evangelist points out when he says, 
‘From Abraham to David the king, fourteen generations. And from David to the 
Babylonian Exile, fourteen generations. And from the Babylonian Exile to Christ, 
fourteen generations.2 

 
 

1 Maurice Geerard, Jacques Noret, and Fr Glorie, Clavis Patrum Graecorum, Corpus 
Christianorum (Turnhout: Brepols, 1974), 1:157. 

2 Homily XXVII is not extant in Greek, but in Rufinus’s Latin translation. Origen and Hans 
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This colophon in BnF syr. 27, then, contains a heretofore untranslated text 

from Origen’s lost commentaries on Isaiah. 

Folio 88v-89v, Lines 29-86 

In this section, the scribe of BnF syr. 27 appears to summarize the related 

material in Pseudo-Athanasius’s Synopsis Scripturae Sacrae and to draw from 

Epiphanius’s On Weights and Measures.3 While BnF syr. 27 omits biographical 

information contained in Synopsis Scripturae Sacrae for some of the translators, and at 

times includes different details, particularly in the discussion of the seventy-two 

translators, the similar numbering sequence and the inclusion of the Lucian material 

suggest that the scribe in BnF syr. 27 depends on Synopsis Scripturae Sacrae. The 

differences in information concerning the translators may be accounted for when 

compared to Epiphanius’s On Weights and Measures, as if the scribe in BnF syr. 27 is 

interweaving related information from these two texts.  

The following comparison will subdivide the lines from BnF syr. 27 for ease of 

comparison, transcribing both the Syriac text from BnF syr. 27 and the Greek text of 

Pseudo-Athanasius found in Jacques Paul Migne’s Patrologia Graeca. The BnF syr. 27 

text will also be compared with similar material from Epiphanius’s On Weights and 

Measures, particularly from the manuscript BL Add. 17148, which will be discussed 

further in the next chapter. 

BnF syr. 27, lines 29-32a 

This beginning section serves as a heading for the following material, which 

discusses the various translations of the Holy Scriptures. BnF syr. 27 reads: 
 

 
Urs von Balthasar, Origen: An Exhortation to Martyrdom, Prayer, First Principles: Book IV, Prologue to 
the Commentary on the Song of Songs, Homily XXVII on Numbers, trans. Rowan A. Greer (Mahwah, NJ: 
Paulist Press, 1979), 37. The translation occurs on p. 249. 

3 While the colophon attests to Mar Paul as the author, I refer to him as “the scribe” throughout 
since I am not investigating his history in this thesis. 
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F<ܕܘP3 6̇ܕs !U̇o 0IJ 0U):K̈<ܬG 0Ub̈);?G 3@̈?)ܕ  

܀       ܇9̇UV< 0/ .UK3 P7WC3 .+̇<T+3ܬܐ CeK3ܐܕ ܂D̈C3ܼ.ܐ  

()DC/ 0U):̈K<ܬG 3@̈?) /0 /+@?̈)ܬܐܕ P7ÄC3 @e?̈@3 C<̈T+3  

܂D̈C3ܼ.ܐ 9U̇V< .e?̈@3ܕ ܢ>T݀ܗ /0  

Synopsis Scripturae reads: 

Ποῖαε καὶ πόσαι παραδόσεις εἰσὶ τῆς θείας Γραφῆς, εἴτε οὖν ἀπὸ Ἐβραϊκοῦ εἰς τὸ 

Ἐλληνικὸν ἑρµηνεῖαι, καὶ τίνες οἱ ταύτην ἑρµηνεύσαντες, καὶ πότε.4 

BnF syr. 27, lines 32b-39a 

This section details the “first version,” that of the seventy-two. BnF syr. 27 

reads: 

0U):K<ܬG S#0+?G ܕF7M+/  

/0 ܂CK?Ġ#0 ܣ>SWC< 0/ p+7WCܬܐܕ /+.ܗ ܂C/ !e+̈:23̇ܪܬܘ  

9I):̇X0̇ ܣܘ)e3 0ܕhܪC/̇ܗ ܂T݀<ܐ ܢTÜ+/ 7!ܬܐ #)ܕU< @eJ  

@+?G: ܐ >0ܨܘ(b#a ܘ >+.̇ܨܘ@M< 0?CbXC? 0/ ܐ.DGܼ܂  

T>7< 3!ܘܪ S#CU3ܼ9ܘ ܂UV< 0/ P7WC3 .e?@̈3 ܐ.D̈C3܂  

/Fܼ<Cܘ /+:(Ḟܕ >Febܐ ܂a .e?̈@3ܼܕ#̈! ܬ>. >:9ḃ #)ܘ  

@:)?G ܘFܼ<C/ @b+)23ܼ @e):#ܕܗ ܂ܡa 0 ݀ܝܗU):K<ܬG  

S#0+?G܀  

In comparison, Synopsis Scripturae reads: 

Πρώτη ἐστὶν ἡ τῶν οβ´ ἑρµηνευτῶν. Οὗτοι, Ἐβραῖοι ὄντες, ἐξελέγησαν ἀπὸ 

ἑκάστης φυλῆς ἕξ, καὶ ἡρµήνευσαν τὴν θείαν Γραφὴν ἐπὶ Πτολεµαίου Βασιλέως τοῦ 

Φιλαδέλφου πρὸ διακοσίων τριάκοντα ἐνιαυτῶν τῆς κατὰ σάρκα γεννήσεως τοῦ Κυρίου 

ἡµῶν Ἰησοῦ Χριστοῦ.5 
 

 
4 Pseudo-Athanasius, Synopsis Scripturae Sacrae in Patrologia Graeca, ed. J.-P. Migne (Paris, 

1887), 28:177b. Hereafter, all citations will be given as “Pseudo-Athanasius, Synopsis Scripturae Sacrae 
(PG 28:177b).” 

5 Pseudo-Athanasius, Synopsis Scripturae Sacrae (PG 28:177b). 
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Clear differences can be noted between the two texts, among which are:  

1) Synopsis Scripturae records the detail that six men from each of the tribes of Israel 

were chosen and 2) gives the general date of their activity. On the other hand, BnF syr. 27 

includes a brief, but active description of their activity, the information for which may be 

related more to Epiphanius’s On Weights and Measures, though with some distinction. 

As regards this possible relationship to Epiphanius’s On Weights and 

Measures, a comparison to BL Add. 17148 is warranted. Here, the scribe in BnF syr. 27 

very briefly discusses the seventy-two translators, whereas BL Add. 17148 contains 

much more detailed material from Epiphanius.6 With specific reference to the activity of 

the seventy-two in preparation for translating the Scriptures, BnF syr. 27 mentions that 

they “fasted,” a detail nowhere reflected in Epiphanius’s text recorded in BL Add. 

17148.7 Even so, the description of the seventy-two as receiving the Holy Spirit and that 

“they compared the Scriptures with each other, [and] found they were complete and 

agreed by word and sense in everything” accords with the more detailed information in 

BL Add. 17148.8 Though the details here are brief, a reliance on Epiphanius’s On 

Weights and Measures may be assumed. In fact, later in line 163 of the colophon in BnF 

syr. 27, the scribe mentions his dependence on Epiphanius for historical details related to 

the seventy-two translators. 

 
 

6 Epiphanius’s text evidenced in BL Add. 17148 includes inter alia a list identifying each of 
the seventy-two translators (columns 51d-52a), two letters from Ptolemy Philadelphus (columns 52d-53a 
and 53b-53c), and a record of the Ptolemaic line in column 53d. 

7 While the scribe in BnF syr. 27 may only be referencing an initial fast—the details are too 
ambiguous to be sure of some specific reference—it should be noted that BL Add. 17148 mentions the 
dining and food preparations of the seventy-two in several places; cf. column 48d. 

8 See, for example, BL Add. 17148 column 50a, lines 22-28a: 

S2 76/T2ܘܪܕ (#Aܗ:1ܕ ܥ6/ܬܬܕ ܂̇(H<ܐܕ 19,2ܬ Ḃ6G+ 2'݀<ܐ ܼ(ܬ:&@! DܼO# >'2#!ܐ 2'<   

܂AW:!X2 :&@!ܕ ܝLB-̈G AḢ ܢ:5݀ܗ :"7   
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BnF syr. 27, lines 39b-40 

BnF syr. 27 here mentions the second version, Aquila’s. BnF syr. 27 reads: 

0U):̈K<ܬG ܕC/ ܬ̈ܖܬܕC/ ܕC)Dܢ:3@?̈)ܕ ܢܘ  

܀ ܂S<.23ܐܕ /Cܼܪܬܘ /+F7M ܢ>T݀ܗ ܪ?@  

The related section in Synopsis Scripturae reads: 

Δευτέρα ἐστὶν ἡ τοῦ Ἀκύλα. Οὗτος ἀπὸ Σινώπης τοῦ Πόντου ὑπάρχων, καὶ 

Ἕλλην ὤν, ἐβαπτίσθη ἐν Ἱεροσολύµοις. Καὶ πάλιν τὸν Χριστιανισµὸν ἀθετήσας, καὶ τοῖς 

Ἰουδαίοις προσδραµὼν, ἡρµήνευσε τὴν θείαν Γραφὴν διεστραµµένῳ λογισµῷ ἐπὶ Ἀδριανοῦ 

Βασιλέως τοῦ λεπτωθέντος µετὰ τλ´ ἔτη τῆς τῶν οβ´ ἑρµηνείας.9 

The scribe of BnF syr. 27 very clearly omits Aquila’s biographical information 

contained in Synopsis Scripturae; in fact, BnF syr. 27 contains very little biographical 

information for any of the translators, refraining from making many comments about the 

value of the translation or the character, or orthodoxy, of the translator. In contrast, in On 

Weights and Measures, Epiphanius includes much more biographical information for 

each of the translators and readily provides an analysis of their characters, their 

orthodoxy, and the value of their translations. 

BnF syr. 27, line 41 

BnF syr. 27 reads: 

܂ܣ>0e>6ܕ ܼ?.ܬܕ  

Once again providing much more detail, Synopsis Scripturae reads: 

Τρίτη ἑρµηνεία ἐστὶν ἡ τοῦ Συµµάχου. Οὗτος Σαµαρείτης ὤν, καὶ µὴ τιµηθεὶς 

ὑπὸ τοῦ ἰδίου λαοῦ, ὡς φιλαρχίαν νοσῶν, τοῖς Ἰουδαίοις προστρέχει, καὶ ἐκ δευτέρου 

περιτέµνεται. Καὶ πρὸς διαστροφὴν τῶν Σαµαρειτῶν ἑρµηνεύει καὶ αὐτοὺς τὴν θείαν 

Γραφὴν ὑπὸ Σεβήρου τοῦ Βασιλέως µετὰ νϛ´ ἔτη τῆς τοῦ Ἀκύλα ἑρµηνείας.10 

 
 

9 Pseudo-Athanasius, Synopsis Scripturae Sacrae (PG 28:177c). 
10 Pseudo-Athanasius, Synopsis Scripturae Sacrae (PG 28:180a). 
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The only point of comparison, of course, between BnF syr. 27 and Synopsis 

Scripturae is the labeling of Symmachus’s translation as the “third.” 

BnF syr. 27, line 42a 

BnF syr. 27 reads: 

܂ܢ>+pܘܕܐܬܕ uܼ@ܪܐܕ  

Again, with more detail Synopsis Scripturae reads: 

 Τετάρτη ἐστὶν ἡ τοῦ Θεοδοτίωνος τοῦ Ἐφεσίου. Οὗτος, τῆς αἱρέσεως Μαρκίωνος 

τοῦ Ποντικοῦ ὤν, µηνιῶν τοῖς τῆς αἱρέσεως αὐτοῦ, ἡρµήνευσε καὶ αὐτὸς ἐπὶ Κοµµόδου τοῦ 

Βασιλέως ἐν αὐτῷ τῷ χρόνῷ, πρὸς διαστροφὴν τῆς αὐτοῦ αἱρέσεως.11 

Once again, the only point of comparison is the numbering sequence of 

Theodotion—“the fourth.” 

BnF syr. 27, lines 42b-50 

This passage in BnF syr. 27 refers back to the previous translators Aquila, 

Symmachus, and Theodotion, and briefly explains the result of their translations (“that 

the Jews may gladly use the translators”). Further, the scribe in BnF syr. 27 makes here 

the only critique of these translators in this colophon, determining that their translations 

were due to contemporary disputes about the meaning of the text and not, rather, to the 

inspiration of the Holy Spirit. While too little material is devoted here in this colophon to 

the value of the translators and their translations to be able to meaningfully compare this 

passage to an exact section in Epiphanius’s On Weights and Measures, the critical tone 

towards these particular translators is certainly representative of the critiques found in On 

Weigths and Measures and, to some extent, Synopsis Scripturae Sacrae. 

 
 

11 Pseudo-Athanasius, Synopsis Scripturae Sacrae (PG 28:180a). 
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BnF syr. 27, lines 51-54 

Returning back to the list of the translators, BnF syr. 27 discusses “the fifth” 

translation. Here, however, BnF syr. 27 bears resemblance to both Synopsis Scripturae 

and On Weights and Measures. Therefore, all three texts will be transcribed and 

discussed below. BnF syr. 27 reads: 

d̈:!ܕ 0Waܐ?0ܕ ݀ܝܗ Gܬ>G 0U):KܬW!ܐ ܒܘܬ  

C<̈T+3ܘ WT3 P7̈WC3!ܐ PN (̈?@3 ܦܐ ?F?(b݂ܐ  

@bh@3 .<ܐ ܬCWCb< @?ܪ P[ܪa܂ @[@̈K3 ܐܕTI<T+K<ܣ  

܂aܪܘ6Xܕ ܗR+I3 0̇)e3 @W ܦܐܕ ݀ܘܗ  

 Synopsis Scripturae reads: 

 Πέµπτη ἑρµηνεία ἐστὶν ἡ ἐν πίθοις εὑρεθεῖσα κεκρυµµένη ἐπὶ ᾽Αντωνίνου 

Βασιλέως τοῦ Καρακάλλα ἐν ᾽Ιεριχὼ παρά τινος τῶν ἐν ῾Ιεροσολύµοις σπουδαίων.12 

 The information contained in both is similar, including the numbering 

sequence, “the fifth,” and the fact that the translation was “found” in the time of 

“Antoninus” having been “hidden” in “wine jars” in “Jericho.” Otherwise, differences 

emerge: BnF syr. 27 introduces the topic more specifically, includes inter alia the fact 

that “the fifth” was found with other Hebrew and Greek Scriptures, and identifies 

Antoninus as also “Geta the king, the son of Severus,” but makes no mention of the name 

“Caracalla.” These differences, while not entirely resolved, can be compared to two 

different sections from On Weights and Measures as contained in BL Add. 17148. 

 The first relevant section from BL Add. 17148 column 56d, line 32 through 

column 57a, line 13 reads: 

F?(b< (?̈@3ܐ  

0U):K<ܬG ܕ!:d  

 @bḧ@3 @XCWCb< 0ܕIU+݀/݀܂  

 
 

12 Pseudo-Athanasius, Synopsis Scripturae Sacrae (PG 28:180a). 
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PN (?̈@3 ܐ!ÄT3  

P7ÄC3 ܐܘ!ÄT3 (?̈@3܂  

 While differences in clause and word order can readily be observed, the major 

differences between the two texts are as follows: 1) the presence of the participle 

0Waܐ?0ܕ 	in BnF syr. 27 serving to introduce the “fifth” version, 2) the participle 0ܕIU+/  

in BL Add. 17148 further describing the state of the “fifth” version in wine jar(s) in 

Jericho, and 3) the identification of the other books also hidden in the wine jar(s) in 

Jericho.13 In BnF syr. 27 the “fifth” version is found with ܘC<̈T+3  P7̈WC3 WT3!ܐ   (̈?@3 , 

“other Hebrew and Greek books.” In BL Add. 17148, the “fifth” version is found with 

ÄT3 (?̈@3!ܐܘ ÄT3 P7ÄC3!ܐ 3@̈?) , “other Hebrew books and other books.” Here, BnF 

syr. 27 follows the Greek versions of On Weights and Measures, which explicitly 

mentions the “Greek books.”14 

 The temporal adverbial clause in BnF syr. 27 @[@̈K3 ܐܕTI<T+K<ܦܐܕ ݀ܘܗ ܣ  

R+I3 0̇)e3 @W6ܕ ܗXܪܘa܂  appears to summarize several places in On Weights and 

Measures. For example, the section in the version of BL Add. 17148 column 56d, lines 

12-18 reads: 

0IJ 0U):K<ܬG ܕ!̈:d  

̇?F?(ܼbܐ b̈h@3@ܕ ̇?F̈ܕܘ  

@XCWCb<̇ܪ?@ /0 ܂  

܂ܣܘܪܘܐܕ 3+9ܘܕܪܐ  

@[@K3 ܐܕTI<T+K<܂̇ܣ  

 
 

13 Note the preference in BL Add. 17148 for the plural	 SŸA2  and the preference for the 
singular in BnF syr. 27. This is a regular distinction between BL Add. 17148 and BnF syr. 27. 

14 From the critical edition by E. D. Moutsoulas: Ἐν ταῖς ἡµέραις τούτου, ὡς προεῖπον, 
εὑρέθησαν αἱ βίβλοι τῆς πέµπτης ἐκδόσεως ἐν πίθοις ἐν Ἱεριχῷ κεκρυµµέναι µετὰ ἄλλων βιβλίων ἑβραϊκῶν 
καὶ ἑλληνικων, lines 498-500a in Epiphanius, To “Peri Metrōn Kai Stathmōn” Ergon Epiphaniou Tou 
Salaminos: Eisagōgē, Kritikē Ekdosis, Echolia, ed. E. D. Moutsoulas (Athens, 1971), 164. This colophon, 
then, provides further important data for the scholar interested in understanding the various textual 
traditions of On Weights and Measures. 
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ܣ>.SWSX ܝSWܬܐܕ ݀ܘܗ  

܂RXCI3ܘ  

 

 

Then, another section in column 56d, lines 26-30 reads: 

d̈:!ܕ ݀ܝܗ ̇?F?(ܼbܐ  

@bḧ@3 @XCWCb< 0ܕIU̇+3̇܂  

@[@K3 ܐܕTI<T+K<ܣ @Wܗ   

ܝSWܬܐܕ aܪܘ6Xܕ  

SWܦܐ ܣ>.ܐܘ RXCI3  

 In both places the information is nearly the same. The major differences are:  

1) that lines 12-18 concern both the “fifth” and the “sixth” versions whereas lines 26-30 

focus on the “fifth” version, and 2) that the identity of Antoninus as the son of Severus is 

only explicit in lines 26-30. Interestingly, like Synopsis Scripturae but unlike BnF syr. 27, 

Epiphanius includes here the name “Caracalla.” Incidentally, These two lines also 

demonstrate how often—indeed how quickly—Epiphanius repeats himself and the 

difficulty of determining exactly where the scribe of BnF syr. 27 may be copying or 

gathering information. 

BnF syr. 27, lines 55-60a 

Similar to the previous section, these lines bear resemblance to both Synopsis 

Scripturae and On Weights and Measures; comparisons will be made between both texts. 

BnF syr. 27 reads: 

0U):K<ܬG ܕF? ܐF?(bܼ? 0ܕ ܝܼܗ ܦܐIU+/ @bh@3ܼ܂  

@K+V;<.+8 ܐ ܬ>.ܕ ݀ܝܗSI+<܂ܣ  

@:hP? ܙ@̈K3 ܐܕ.e>K#0:2ܕ ݀ܘܗ ܣܘܪXC3܀܂  

@[̈@K3 ܕܕS+<0݀ ܣ ̇)e3 0?C#ܘܗ ܥG ܪܐRK+8܂  
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Gܘܗ ܝܗܘ?Cܐܕ ݀ܘܗ ܂ܼܝSWܬܐ 0KI8ܕܐ ܦܐܕ ݀ܘܗ  

܂Wa PK<C3ܼ@ܘ#@  

Synopsis Scripturae reads: 

Ἕκτη ἑρµηνεία ἐστὶν ἡ ἐν πίθοις εὑρεθεῖσα καὶ αὕτη κεκρυµµένη ἐπὶ Ἀλεξάνδρου 

τοῦ Μαµαίας παιδὸς ἐν Νικοπόλει τῇ πρὸς Ἄκτιον ὑπό τινος τῶν ᾽Ωριγένους γνωρίµων.15 

Though differences in the order of the clause “during/under the time of 

Alexander, the son of Mamaea” and general word order occur between both texts, these 

two texts contain essentially the same information until Origen is mentioned. The 

material concerning Origen in BnF syr. 27 more directly reflects On Weights and 

Measures. 

BL Add. 17148 in column 57a, lines 6-23a reads: 

ܣܘܪ#e>K.ܐ ܂jܼ(0ܼܐ T3ܗ  

@W0:2ܕ ܗXܣܘ F̈K+3 Cs  

@:hP?G ܙܕ@̈K3 ̇ܗT<܂ܼܢ  

Gܬ>F?(ܼb?̇ 0U):Kܐ  

F?C?C?Ġ 0ܕIU̇+3  

܂bḧ@3̇@ ݀ܝܗ ܦܐ  

@K+V;<.+8 ܬ>.ܕ ݀ܝܗ  

T3ܗ ܪ?@ ܀܂ܣ>S?Cܐ  

0:̇)j 0e>:+K<ܣ  

F̈K+3 ܂ܓ܂ .DT3 ĊWܬ  

R<ܕܪCK<0ܘ ܂ܼܣ:̇)j  

T3ܗ ܪ?@  F̈K+3ܼ ܂ܘ܂   

0:̇)j 9+)+;<ܣ @ÜK+3ܼ܂  

.DT3 ĊWܕ ܬS+<܂ܼܣ  

 
 

15 Pseudo-Athanasius, Synopsis Scripturae Sacrae (PG 28:180b). 
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FK?Gܼ ܂ܐ܂܂ j(0̇ܐܘ   

KD@]@ ܂܂ ܓ ܂܂ CÄ!3ܘ  

C^K+8ܪܘܐ ܣ>+Sܕܕ  

0?C#܂ܥ  

Several differences between BnF syr. 27 and the text contained in BL Add. 

17148 are worth noting: 1) the initial position of the clause “Alexander the son of 

Mamaea” in BL Add. 17148; 2) the variations in the spelling of Mamaea, the “sixth” 

version, and Origen between both versions; 3) the inclusion of much more historical 

detail in BL Add. 17148, mentioning the reigns of Maximian, Gordian, and Philip prior to 

Decius; and 4) the brief description of Origen in BnF syr. 27. Concerning this last 

difference, in contrast to BnF syr. 27, the text in BL Add. 17148 proceeds with several 

more lines of biographical information detailing the life of Origen before mentioning his 

nickname “Adamantius.” Interestingly, BL Add. 17148 spells Origen’s nickname 

ܣ>0K?Cܕܐ  more clearly representing the expected vowels. Conversely, BnF syr. 27 

includes the marginal note (with lunate sigma)	ΜΑΝΤΟϹ,	obscuring the regular 

pronunciation. Of most importance to the considerations of this comparison, the clause 

ܝSWܬܐ 0KI8ܕܐ ܦܐܕ ݀ܝܗ  in BnF syr. 27— 0ܕܐ ܦܐܕ ݀ܝܗKI+<ܬܐ ܣSWܝ  in BL Add. 17148—has 

poor support from the Greek textual tradition of On Weights and Measures.16 

BnF syr. 27, lines 60b-76a 

This material discusses Origen and his translation activity and departs from the 

list of Synopsis Scripturae. It will be compared with On Weights and Measures as 

contained in BL Add. 17148 in the next chapter. 

 
 

16 Moutsoulas includes it in his critical edition in lines 511b-512a: Καὶ αὐτὸς δὲ Ὠριγένης ὁ καὶ 
Ἀδαµάντιος κληθεὶς, but notes that it is omitted in J, L, VS, and Lagr. Epiphanius, To “Peri Metrōn Kai 
Stathmōn” Ergon Epiphaniou Tou Salaminos: Eisagōgē, Kritikē Ekdosis, Echolia, 164. 
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BnF syr. 27, lines 76b-86 

Here, the scribe in BnF syr. 27 appears to return to the list found in Synopsis 

Scripturae. BnF syr. 27 reads: 

PK<C3 ݀ܘܗ ܣ>S+K>. #)ܘ /)ܪ?@  

/u @DCܼ^9 #) ܘܼܗ ܦܐܕ Tdܐ ݀ܘܗ :a S#CU3ܕ6Dܘ 3@ܪ  

@:U):̈K<ܬG ܕS̈#C:/ 0ܐ+Äܘ :ܢ@ë?@3 P7̈WC3: ܘ![G  

PN !?C?ܬܘG .:̈)23 ܕ /+.ܗ!>+Äܘܐ ܢ C?CÄܬG  

ܢܘD(Cܕ G @+?̈C?G?+̈)ܘ#@ ܨܪܬ ܂aܼܪC?CDC/ 0/ FWܐ  

Gܬ>I+.ܬܐ ܪ?@ܕ ݀ܝܗ ܂N .2X!̈3 (Ä6I+K3(Fܐܘ ܂3ܼ@̈?)ܕ  

݀ܘܗ 3+9ܘܕܪ ܪ?@ ܂ܼܣ>S#CU3 .<S+Kܕ C)Dܕ Gܬܘܕ6Dܘ  

܂T3ܼܘpÄ ܣ>S)+I+Kܘܕܘ ܣ>G @+<̈0, 0e`+:+Kܼܘܗܕ  

@e?@3 0ܕU):K<ܬG ܕ@eXܐ ܬܪC#ܐ ܝܗ̈ܘF?(bܼ?  

@K+V<0<ܕC3 @+<̈0, S<6I+I+K<0̇ ܣ)e3 .<ܬ CDܕ̈ܘC3  

@X6?G܂ @;W6ܕV<T3 0ܕe)d ܐCj ܕ.KI+WܬܘG  

Synopsis Scripturae reads: 

Ἑβδόµη πάλιν καὶ τελευταία ἑρµηνεία ἡ τοῦ ἁγίου Λουκιανοῦ τοῦ µεγάλου 

ἀσκητοῦ καὶ µάρτυρος, ὅστις καὶ αὐτὸς ταῖς προγεγραµµέναις ἐκδόσεσι καὶ τοῖς Ἐβραϊκοῖς 

ἐντυχὼν, καὶ ἐποπτεύσας µετὰ ἀκριβείας τὰ λείποντα, ἢ καὶ περιττὰ τῆς ἀληθείας ῥήµατα, 

καὶ διορθωσάµενος ἐν τοῖς οἰκείοις τῶν Γραφῶν τόποις, ἐξέδετο τοῖς Χριστιανοῖς ἀδελφοῖς· 

ἥτις δὴ καὶ ἑρµηνεία µετὰ τὴν ἄθλησιν καὶ µαρτυρίαν τοῦ αὐτοῦ ἁγίου Λουκιανοῦ, τὴν 

γεγονυῖαν ἐπὶ Διοκλητιανοῦ καὶ Μαξιµιανοῦ τῶν τυράννων, ἥγουν τὸ ἰδιόχειρον αὐτοῦ τῆς 

ἐκδόσεως Βιβλίον, εὑρέθη ἐν Νικοµηδείᾳ ἐπὶ Κωνσταντίνου Βασιλέως τοῦ µεγάλου παρὰ 

Ἰουδαίοις ἐν τοίχῳ πυργίσκῳ περικεχρισµένῳ κονιάµατι εἰς διαφύλαξιν.17 

 
 

17 Pseudo-Athanasius, Synopsis Scripturae Sacrae (PG 28:180c). Swete records the same text 
in Henry Barclay Swete, An Introduction to the Old Testament in Greek (Cambridge: University Press, 
1900), 80-81. Devreesse records a different version of this text, attributed to the manuscript Coislin 251; I 
have marked explicit variants in bold and omissions (as compared to the PG text) with an ellipsis: 

Ἑβδόµη τε ἔκδοσις ἡ τοῦ ἁγίου Λουκιανοῦ τοῦ µεγάλου ἀσκητοῦ καὶ µάρτυρος, ὅστις . . . ταῖς 
προγεγραµµέναις ἐκδόσεσιν ἐντυχών, ἐγκύψας δὲ καὶ τοῖς ἑβραϊκοῖς, . . . µετὰ ἀκριβείας τὰ λείποντα ἢ καὶ 
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The similarities between these two texts are striking, though a few differences 

occur throughout. While this thesis cannot prove that the scribe in BnF syr. 27 is indeed 

copying from a Greek text, this particular section provides fruitful and interesting 

comparisons between the Greek and Syriac of these two texts. These comparisons 

include: the scribe in BnF syr. 27, instead of continuing the numbering sequence 

(Ἑβδόµη), simply begins with the adverb @?ܪ(/ , followed by essentially the same clause 

in comparison, though the adjective S#CU3  instead modifies 6ܘDܕa . The next sentence, 

though varied in appropriate word order for each language, contains the same 

information; nearly identical syntactical constructions include: 1) ὅστις καὶ αὐτός versus 

ܘܼܗ ܦܐܕ Tdܐ ݀ܘܗ ; then 2) ταῖς προγεγραµµέναις ἐκδόσεσι καὶ τοῖς Ἐβραϊκοῖς ἐντυχών in 

comparison to (# 9^ܼu @DC/ @:U):̈K<ܬG ܕS̈#C:/ 0ܐ+Äܘ :ܢ@ë?@3 P7̈WC3 , with the 

participle	ἐντυχὼν to be particularly compared to the syntactical construction of the 

adverb (#  plus the verb	 9^ܼu ; and, similarly, 3) καὶ ἐποπτεύσας µετὰ ἀκριβείας versus 

Gܬܘ?G PN !?C]!ܘ  while the predicate	τὰ λείποντα, ἢ καὶ περιττὰ τῆς ἀληθείας ῥήµατα 

can be compared to FWܪaܼ܂  0/ /C?CDCܐ   C?CÄܬG ܘܐ  ܢÄ+<!ܕ  /+.ܗ   .:̈)23 .18 Similarly, In 

the next clause, the text καὶ διορθωσάµενος ἐν τοῖς οἰκείοις τῶν Γραφῶν τόποις is 

particularly close to ܘ#@ ܨܪܬ(̈+?G @+?̈C?G ܕC)D܂3ܼ@̈?)ܕ ܢܘ  though with the extra 

possessive pronoun construction in the Syriac:	 ܢܘC)Dܕ .19 

 
 
περιττεύοντα καὶ τοῦ καταλόγου τῆς ἀληθείας πόρρω τυγχάνοντα διορθωσάµενος ἐν τοῖς οἰκείοις τῆς γραφῆς 
χωρίοις ἐξέδοτο τοῖς χριστιανοῖς ἀδελφοῖς. Ἥτις . . . ἔκδοσις µετὰ τὴν ἄθλησιν καὶ τὸ µαρτύριον τοῦ ἁγίου 
Λουκιανοῦ, . . . τῆς τοῦ Διοκλητιανοῦ καὶ Μαξιµιανοῦ . . . καταληξάσης µανίας, εὕρηται ἐξ . . . ἰδιοχείρου 
γεγραµµένη . . . ἐν Νικοµηδείᾳ ἐπὶ Κωσταντίνου τοῦ βασιλέως παρὰ Ἰουδαίοις ἐν . . . πυργίσκῳ µαρµαρίνῳ 
καὶ κεκονιαµένῳ. See 119n1 in Robert Devreesse, Introduction à l'étude des manuscrits grecs (Paris: 
Imprimerie Nationale, 1954). 

As the following comparison makes clear, BnF syr. 27 bears most resemblance to the PG text 
of Synopsis Scripturae Sacrae with the exception of Κωσταντίνου τοῦ βασιλέως from Coislin 251, which 
very nearly matches 7:Z8989":1̇ ܣ@K2 , particularly with regards to the missing ν from the first syllable of 
Constantine’s name.	

18 Migne includes the Latin translation et diligenter, quae vel veritati deerant, vel superflua 
erant, inspexisset taking veritati as a complement to deerant. Pseudo-Athanasius, Synopsis Scripturae 
Sacrae (PG 28:179b). 

19 Compare especially οἰκείοις and A9#̈/#) . 
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Continuing the comparison: ܐܘF)N .2X!̈3 (Ä6I+K3  could very easily be a 

literal rendering of	ἐξέδετο τοῖς Χριστιανοῖς ἀδελφοῖς· while the Syriac in the following 

clause ܬܐ ܪ?@ܕ ݀ܝܗ.+I<ܬG 6ܘDܬܘܕG ܕC)D ܕS#CU3 .<S+K<ܼܣ  somewhat obscures the 

pronominal antecedent incorporated into	ἥτις δὴ καὶ ἑρµηνεία µετὰ τὴν ἄθλησιν καὶ 

µαρτυρίαν τοῦ αὐτοῦ ἁγίου Λουκιανοῦ, though everything else is basically the same. 20 

Further, @?ܼܘ ݀ܘܗ 3+9ܘܕܪ ܪG @+<̈0, 0e`+:+K<ܘܕܘ ܣS)+I+K<ܣ pÄܘT3ܼ܂  corresponds nicely 

to	τὴν γεγονυῖαν ἐπὶ Διοκλητιανοῦ καὶ Μαξιµιανοῦ τῶν τυράννων, though “persecution” is 

not resumed in the Greek, and continues @e?@3 0ܕU):K<ܬG ܕ@eXܐ ܬܪC#ܐ ܝܗ̈ܘF?(bܼ? , 

which could easily be a translation of the Greek	ἥγουν τὸ ἰδιόχειρον αὐτοῦ τῆς ἐκδόσεως 

Βιβλίον, εὑρέθη. Finally, the adverbial prepositional phrases @K+V<0<ܕC3 @+<̈0,  

S<6I+I+K<0̇ ܣ)e3 .<ܬ CDܕ̈ܘC3 @X6?G܂ @;W6ܕV<T3 0ܕe)d ܐCj ܕ.KI+WܬܘG  correspond 

quite closely to	ἐν Νικοµηδείᾳ ἐπὶ Κωνσταντίνου Βασιλέως τοῦ µεγάλου παρὰ Ἰουδαίοις ἐν 

τοίχῳ πυργίσκῳ περικεχρισµένῳ κονιάµατι εἰς διαφύλαξιν, though the Syriac simply calls 

Constantine “the king,” not “the great king.”21 

While the scribe in BnF syr. 27 does not seem to copy all of the material in 

Pseudo-Athanasius’s Synopsis Scripturae Sacrae, and even seems to interweave material 

from Epiphanius’s On Weights and Measures, the similarity in the listing of the 

translations, and particularly the material concerning Lucian, suggest that this colophon 

heavily relies here on Synopsis Scripturae. In fact, comparing the Greek versions of 

Synopsis Scripturae, the scribe in BnF syr. 27 follows the tradition in line with the Greek 

version found in PG.	

 
 

20 Compare especially ܬ:98<ܬܐ)  and	ἄθλησιν.	
21 The Syriac word <FܕZX:52 , “little chest,” does not appear in the standard lexicons. I take it as 

a diminutive of <Fܕ/,X2 / <FܕZX2 , which is derived from πυργίσκος. See Michael Sokoloff, A Syriac Lexicon: 
A Translation from the Latin, Correction, Expansion, and Update of C. Brockelmann’s Lexicon Syriacum 
(Piscataway, NJ: Gorgias Press, 2009), 1228-1229. For the diminutive in 52ܘ -, see Theodor Nöldeke, 
Compendious Syriac Grammar, trans. James A. Crichton (1904; repr., Winona Lake, IN: Eisenbrauns, 
2001), § 131. For other diminutives in this text, see D:̈DB:52  in line 63 and	 L(52ܘ̈ܖ  in line 65.	
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CHAPTER 3 

COMPARISON OF BNF SYR. 27 
AND BL ADD. 171481 

From the final third of f. 88v through f. 90v in BnF syr. 27, the scribe 

summarizes Epiphanius’s On Weights and Measures. Sometimes the scribe follows a 

particular section closely, but most often he pieces together relevant information from 

various sections. Epiphanius’s full text includes more historical details and parenthetical 

asides than the scribe of BnF syr. 27 and he repeats himself more often in the full text. 

The scribe of BnF syr. 27 instead focuses primarily on Epiphanius’s discussion of the 

seventy-two translators, Origen, and Origen’s text-critical sigla. In the following 

comparative analysis, following the line order of BnF syr. 27, I will summarize the 

discussions contained in both texts when it is clear that the scribe of BnF syr. 27 is 

himself summarizing or simply discussing the same information found in On Weights and 

Measures. Where a more a more exact relationship may be surmised, I will transcribe the 

texts, maintaining the format of both, and only including paratextual features when 

necessary.2 To be clear, I will not argue that BnF syr. 27 depends upon BL Add. 17148 

itself, but I do intend to demonstrate to what extent BnF syr. 27 records On Weights and 

Measures by comparison with one of the most important Syriac manuscripts containing 

On Weights and Measures. 

As to the format of both manuscripts: BL Add. 17148 runs two justified columns 

 
 

1 I have transcribed sections of BL Add. 17148 from the facsimile contained in Dean’s 
translation. BL Add. 17148 is dated between 648 and 659 CE; see Dean, ed., Epiphanius’ Treatise on 
Weights and Measures: The Syriac Version, 3. BL Add. 17148 is the older of the two Syriac manuscripts 
that contain Epiphanius’s complete text. 

2 Since Epiphanius often repeats himself or resumes a conversation after a lengthy aside, I have 
chosen to transcribe the most closely related section from BL Add. 17148 alongside BnF syr. 27. 
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per folio, with room for marginal notes in all margins. BnF Syr. 27 runs one right-aligned 

column per folio with left- and right-marginal notes. BL Add. 17148 maintains Estrangela 

throughout, though some marginal notes are in Greek. Estrangela is the primary script in 

BnF Syr. 27 though interpolations of Serta can be found throughout the manuscript as a 

whole, including at the end of f. 90v.3 

BnF syr. 27, lines 60b-69a 

Lines 60a-69a summarize content related to Origen and his text-critical sigla in 

On Weights and Measures. A precise comparison is unlikely and unnecessary. 

BnF syr. 27, lines 69b-76a 

Here, BnF syr. 27 continues to summarize, but the specific information bears 

more recognizable relation to material also contained in BL Add. 17148. 

BnF syr. 27 reads:  

(# PV̇l !?C?ܐC? ܐCj ܕ.K<ܪܗa ܗܕT݀<ܢ  

Gܬ>:(P< .Uܕ>:. 3@̇ܨ #) ܂C)Dܼܕ F̈V3>;@ ܢ>Tܐ 6N ܂/ṠWCܼܕ  

?+)ܘܐ C/ 9<FV3ܕ #) ܀܂C/ 0;ÜVK3 S#CÜ3ܪܬܘ /+F7Mܕ  

0U):K<ܬG ܕ ݀ܝܗ!̈:d ܕ ݀ܝܗܘF̈? ܐF?(b?ܼ0 ܂IJ .23  

C#CM<ܬG ܗܕT݀<ܕ ܢ.D.+/ 9UV<ܼܬܘܬܐ #+@ ܂G ܕ!̈:d  

܂ܣ>:+<+9ܐ ?SWC3 C<TXC?0ܕ ݀ܝܗ ?Fܕܘ  

܀d:!ܕ  

/+T̈ܐ F:̇D ܂?Fܕܘ . 

BL Add. 17148 in column 57b, line 21b through column 57c, line 4a reads:	

>Feܼbܐ /Cܕ #)  

.e?̈@3 0ܕU):K<ܬG  

 
 

3 Due to the unclear handwriting and some distortions in the text, I have not included this Serta 
interpolation at the end of f. 90v in my translation. 
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F̈?: @[T3ܕܘ d̈:!ܕ  

23.ܘ :/0WTܐܕ ݀ܘܗ  

T#0ܼܕ ܼܥK< ܐC?CDܢܘ   

ܼܢ>Tܐ >9Uܼ̇Vܕ ܢ>T݀ܗ  

@̈[@K3 ܗT݀<ܕ ܢ@Dܢܘ  

ܢܘD@ܕ :F?(bgܐ  

.2Ẍܖ@u ܕ /+.ܗS#0+Dܢܘ  

TVM;XC? @>#ܪa  

P:Dܙ ܢܘSܼWܼ܂ .b#a  

#) ̇ܗd F:D̈:!ܕ  

#+@ FN P)+Ḋܪ  

d:!ܕ Gܬܘܬܐ  

.:K+K3 ܕ!:d  

ܘܼܗ ܂U:23ܼ. ܥܕܘܐܘ  

/0ܕ ܝḊ.ܘ /Cܕ ܬ>)ܗ  

Gܬܘܬa (# .2Xܕܗ ܪ?@  

܂ܝḊܼ+(P ܒܼ?) ܣ>:+<ܼ+9ܐ  

F:23 9ܕ<FV3 ܕF?G  

܂ܼܥܕܘܐ  

Though clause order (the order of information) does not align between both 

texts, the general information is nearly the same. Both texts detail Origen’s naming of the 

“fifth” and the “sixth” translations, partly due to the fact that their authors were unknown, 

as well as Origen’s placement of both texts in his own translation, though BL Add. 17148 

includes clearer information concerning the sequence of Origen’s placement of these 

texts—after the four other Greek versions. 

A more significant difference between BnF syr. 27 and BL Add. 17148 has to 

do with the reason given in BnF syr. 27 for Origen’s placement of the “fifth” and the 
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“sixth” in his text. This section notes that Origen “placed them [the “fifth” and the 

“sixth”] in his translations when he wished to point out the consensus of the holy seventy-

two translators” (emphasis added). In contrast, BL Add. 17148 does not include such a 

comment here, but a discussion of a different tenor appears in column 57d, line 14b 

through line 22: 

C^K+8ܪܘܐ 23.ܐ  

(# F:ܼu 0ܕU):ܼK<ܬG  

/C̈ܖܬܘ /+F7M ܢ>T݀ܗܕ  

!?C?ܬG ܐC?CḊَܼ܂  

0hP+?G .Dܕa 6Nܼ܂  

ܢ>T݀ܗ F̈V3>;.ܕ CeK3ܐ  

܂0e3 Te8݀ܘ e3:.ܕ  

ܕ>C/ @)bܕ aܕܗ  

܀C^K+8 !UbXC? P7ܼ#ܪܘܐ  

“But Origen, when he heard that the version of the seventy-two was correct, he placed it 

in the middle so that it might refute those on each side.4 This one thing alone Origen did 

helpfully.”5 Origen’s impetus to include the “seventy-two” in the “middle” as a refutation 

of the other versions is missing from the colophon in BnF syr. 27, the closest discussion 

besides BnF syr. 27 lines 70ff being the reliability and truthfulness of the version of the 

“seventy-two” and some general critiques of the other translators.6 Finally, Epiphanius’s 

 
 

4 Earlier, Epiphanius describes the layout of Origen’s Octapla as the two Hebrew columns, 
then the columns of Aquila, Symmachus, the seventy-two, Theodotion, the “fifth,” and then “the sixth.” 

5 I have generally relied on and replicated Dean’s translation in Dean, ed., Epiphanius’ 
Treatise on Weights and Measures: The Syriac Version, 37. 

6 See BnF syr. 27 lines 32-39 and 49-50 for a positive discussion of the version of the 
“seventy-two” and compare with lines 40-48 concerning the other translators. BnF syr. 27 does not contain 
Epiphanius’s biographical information for each of the other translators as does BL Add. 17148 and 
therefore does not include all of the criticisms that Epiphanius gives of Aquila, Symmachus, and 
Theodotion. Further, BnF syr. 27 lacks the critical remarks of Epiphanius concerning the value and quality 
of their work. 
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disparaging remark concerning Origen is not mentioned in BnF syr. 27. In fact, 

Epiphanius’s well known dislike of Origen has no counterpart in this colophon in BnF 

syr. 27; BnF syr. 27 appears to be generally well disposed toward Origen. 

BnF syr. 27, lines 76b-86 

This material is compared with Synopsis Scripturae in the previous chapter. 

BL Add. 17148 makes no mention of Lucian or his biography. The scribe of BnF syr. 27 

departs from Epiphanius’s On Weights and Measures here.  

BnF syr. 27, lines 87-88a 

This heading is the first explicit mention of Epiphanius, and the following 

material contains the largest sections most directly related to On Weights and Measures. 

BnF syr. 27, lines 88b-93a 

Here begins the discussion of Origen’s text-critical sigla in BnF syr. 27, which 

follows Epiphanius’s text more closely than the preceding material. BnF syr. 27 reads: 

0IJ 6ܐIÄC>V<̇ܐܘ ܂@Ẍ.<̇0̈>.ܘ ܂K+>V< 9ܘܗܘ):K+>V8  

܂F+:+/ @e?̈@3 S#C̈U3ܪܕ /+0U?(bܕ /+.ܗ  

ܣ>K+>V:.ܕܘ ܣ>.>@ܐܕܘ — J+)ܗ ܣ>6IWC>Vܐܕ  ※ 

/0Ü?(bܕ /+.ܗ Gܬ̈ܘܬܐ ܂ܼܣ>K+>V:+.>9ܘܗܕܘ  

@e?̈@3 S#̈CU3ܼ܂  

BL Add. 17148 in column 47b, lines 26 through 30 reads: 

0IJ 6ܘܐIWC>V<ܣ  

ܣ>0K+>V>.ܘ ܣ>.X@ܐܘ  

>Tܗ ܂̇ܣ>K+>V:+.>9ܐܘ  

/+.ܗ Gܬܘ̈ܬܐ /Cܕ  

܀܂D̈C3.ܐ e?̈@3@ܕ  

Foremost among the differences to be noted are the repeated lists of the text-
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critical sigla in BnF syr. 27 and the variations in quantity and spelling of those sigla both 

between the texts and within BnF syr. 27 itself. In the first case, BnF syr. 27 lists out the 

text-critical sigla twice, once in the heading proper, and immediately after to begin the 

discussion of the sigla. With regards to variations in quantity and spelling: In the first 

listing of the text-critical sigla, BnF syr. 27 uses plural forms for the sigla except the 

hypolemniscus employing the mater lectionis ܘ	for the Greek nominative plural ending 

-οι, and then uses singular forms in the next listing. BL Add. 17148 only uses the singular 

forms here. Further, BnF spells the sigla in these ways: 1) the asteriscus: 

ܣ>6IWC>Vܐ/>6IÄC>Vܐ  (internally consistent); 2) the obelus: ܐ@Ẍ.</ܣ>.>@ܐ  (internally 

inconsistent with ܘ/ܐ  interchange); 3) the lemniscus:	 .<0̈K+>V</.:K+>V<ܣ  (internally 

inconsistent with absence of ܘ or any phonetic representation of the vowel in the singular 

version); and 4) the hypolemniscus: 9ܘܗ):K+>V8/9ܘܗ<.+:K+>V<ܣ  (internally inconsistent 

with the second occurrence including phonetic representation of all vowels; incidentally, 

note the consistency between	 K+>V8:(9ܘܗ  and	 .:K+>V<ܣ  as concerns the lack of a mater 

lectionis in the	 .N  syllable).7 BL Add. 17148 spells the sigla in these ways: 1) the 

asteriscus: 6ܘܐIWC>V<ܣ  (the insertion of the first	ܘ is distinct from the spellings in BnF 

syr. 27); 2) the obelus: ܐ@X.<ܣ  (note the second ܐ, which is similar to the plural 

occurrence in BnF syr. 27, but not the singular); 3) the lemniscus: .<0K+>V<ܣ  (the 

insertion of the first	ܘ	is similar to the plural occurrence in BnF syr. 27, but not the 

singular); and 4) the hypolemniscus: 9ܐ<.+:K+>V<ܣ  (the initial	ܐ	is distinct from the 

spellings in BnF syr. 27).8	

 
 

7 It is probable that variations in spelling in BnF syr. 27 have to do with line-length 
considerations. The instances where the spellings of the text-critical sigla are shortened occur near the end 
of the line. However, the ܘ/ܐ  interchange in the obelus lacks a convenient or ready explanation. 
Henceforth, since spelling inconsistencies—particular in the representation of vowel sounds—occur 
throughout both texts, no further inconsistencies in the spelling of the text-critical sigla will be explicitly 
mentioned; such inconsistencies can be readily observed in the transcriptions. 

8 Incidentally, these spelling variations also demonstrate the linguistic value of analyzing and 
comparing texts like these.  
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Further differences include: 1) BnF syr. 27 includes the ܕ particle with each 

sigla in the second listing whereas BL Add. 17148 lists them consecutively with	ܘ, which 

accords more with BnF’s first listing; 2) in the second listing, BnF syr. 27 includes the 

sigla alongside the second mention of the asteriscus and lemniscus whereas BL Add. 

17148 does not yet use the sigla; 3) BnF uses a participial form of Feo  in both listings, a 

root absent here in BL Add. 17148, which instead uses the particle ܕ and the inseparable 

preposition to achieve nearly the same semantic sense; and 4) the different adjectives 

modifying “books”; S#̈CU3  in BnF syr. 27 and	 D̈C3.ܐ  in BL Add. 17148. 

BnF syr. 27, lines 93b-129 

While BnF syr. 27 makes clear that the following information concerning 

Origen’s text-critical sigla is taken in abridged form from Epiphanius’s material, the 

scribe follows Epiphanius’s text fairly closely. Lines 93b through 129 are devoted to the 

asteriscus and are presented below in subsections to better display the similarities 

between the two texts while also noting some substantial differences. 

BnF syr. 27, lines 93b-100a 

BnF syr. 27 reads:  

6IWC>V8ܐ ※ P3ܕܘ>F ܝܗܘ?Cܐ T3ܗ . . .	

/+(Cܐ 23(0̈ ܂ܼܥܕ>0U̇ ܂Nܼ+6ܼܕ o)?0Uܕ Ce3ܐ ܂T3ܼܗ  ※ 

܂̇ܣ>0e>6ܘ S<.23ܐ ܬ>.ܘ ܂P7ÄC3̇ܕ e?̈@3@ /:+6̈ܕ  

/Cܪܬܘ /Cܕ /+F7M ܂̇ܢ>+pܘܕܐܬ ܬ>.ܘ ?2XC(̇+.ܕ /Cܕ ?Cܐ  

0;ÜVK3 F7V< 9 23.ܘU̇V< ̈ܐT+/̇ܐ ܂Cj 0̇/ ܬ̈ܖܬܕ /0ܕC3  

܂/0ÄCܼܐܬܐܕ /+(Cܐܕ /Cܕ C?G>!?. ܂/SÄC?0 ܘC?CW /0ܘ  

Ce3ܐ ܂Gܼܬܪ>Pܙ T3 @+# 0)?G !#aܐ 0̇Wܐ   

܂FW(3ܕ /+.ܗܘ ܢܘ0KḊ C#C̈M?G TDܼ̈ܕ  

In comparison, the relevant section from BL Add. 17148 column 47b, line 30 

through column 47c, line 11a reads: 
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ܝܗܘ?Cܐ ܣ>6IWC>Vܘܐ  ※ 

N+6ܕ Ce3ܐ ܂T3ܗ  ※ 

0U<܂ܼܥܕ .:)?G ݀ܝܗ  

23:ܼ+6ܕ ܂C3 @Mܼ7WC3̇?̇+0ܕ  

S<.23ܐ ܬ>. C3?̇+0ܘ  

/Cܕ ?2XC(+.ܕ ܂̇ܣ>0e>6ܘ   

ܢ>Ṫܗ ܂ܢ̇>+pܘܕܐܬ ܬ>.ܘ  

C/ 0̈;UVK3̈ܖܬܘ /+C/ F7̈Mܕ  

P7W9 23.ܘ ̇ܗܘUV<݀܂̇ܗ  

C3ܬ̈ܖܬܕ /0ܕ /Cj 0̇ܐ  

Cjܕ 23(0̈ ܢ0Äܐ?0  

ܘC?CW /0ܕ Cjܐܘ ܂̇/+.ܗ  

0?SÄC/ܐ ܂Cj ܕ.:b<CK<ܬG  

܂/0ÄCܼܐܬܐܕ /+.ܗܕ /Cܕ  

0W @+# 0)?Gܐܬܬ  

#+@ܕ /Cj 0̇ܐ ܂Gܬܪ>Pܙ  

!#a 0)?G 0IJ ܗ.+/  

܂ܥܕܬ FW(3ܼܕ  

The similarities here demonstrate a more exact reliance of BnF syr. 27 on 

Epiphanius’s text.9 Even so, some differences of note include: 1) the variations in the 

opening word order introducing the asteriscus (note as well the differences in the use of 

mater lectionis between the two versions; BnF syr. 27: 6ܐIWC>V8  and BL Add. 17148: 

ܣ>6IWC>Vܘܐ ) as well as the placement of the critical sigla in the text; 2) some slight 

vocabulary differences, including the absences of the noun F<ܕܘP3  and the participle 

 
 

9 As well, note the double occurrence of the asteriscus in both BnF syr. 27 and BL Add. 
17148. Both texts employ this double occurrence of the text-critical sign when they introduce the form and 
function of each of the text-critical sigla. 
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0U?(o  from BL Add. 17148; 3) different lexical choices throughout; for example: BnF 

syr. 27 prefers 6+̈:/  versus BL Add. 17148’s	 0+̇?C3 , as well as	 F7V<  versus BL Add. 

17148’s P7Wܘ , and	 .?!<C?G  versus BL Add. 17148’s	 Gܬ>b<CK:.ܕ ; similarly, 4) the 

preference of the plural	 0̈)23  in BnF syr. 27 as compared to BL Add. 17148’s 0)?G , with 

the plural versus singular difference maintained throughout pronoun and object 

references in both; and finally, 5) the differences between the final clauses, with the 

major distinctions between both being the use of the 1st person and participle ܐT3 0Wܐ   

with the following impersonal reference to the noun C#C̈M?G  in BnF syr. 27 whereas BL 

Add. 17148 uses an impersonal form 0ܐܬܬW  and is written to a 2nd person audience: 

ܥܕܬ . 

BnF syr. 27, lines 100b-103a 

While the following lines begin in similar fashion, it is here that BnF begins to 

truly summarize much of Epiphanius’s material. BnF syr. 27 reads: 

@WCU3 3@?)ܕ  

S<.23ܐ ܦܐܕ Ce3ܐ :e?@3 P7WC3@ ܂WC?G (?Cl@ܕ  

TVqܼ: ܘFW(3 0̈ܕ;UVK3 6IW 0/ ܗ.+/ F7M+/ ̈ܖܬܘC/ܼ܂  

܂FM:2XG FK?Gܬܘ ܂C/ FK?Gܼ?.ܬ ܂ܼܡܕܐ 3+!ܘ  

BL Add. 17148 in column 47c, line 10b through 19 reads: 

6+N @WCU3  

ܡܕܐ C3ܐܐܘ ܂WC?Gܼ@ܕ  

܂CN 6ܼK3ܼܐ>(6  

ܝ̇ܗ ܂6ܼK3 ܬ>+6X0ܬܘ  

ܦܐܕ CeK3ܐ ܂9UV3ܼ?0ܕ  

3ܼ+!ܘ ܂S<.23 TVܼqܼܐ   

C/ FK?Gܼ?.ܬ ܡܕܐ  

܂FM:2XG FK?Gܬܘ  
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While similar in many respects, a few differences should be compared: 1) the 

lack of 6+N  in BnF syr. 27; 2) the presence of	 (?@3  in BnF syr. 27, which BL Add. 

17148 lacks; 3) the fronting of the clause	 S<.23 TVqܼܐ ܦܐܕ Ce3ܐ , which does not occur 

until after the transliteration in BL Add. 17148; relatedly, 4) the missing transliteration in 

BnF syr. 27, which BL Add. 17148 records:	 ܂6ܼK3 ܬ>+6X0ܬܘ ܂CN 6ܼK3ܼܐ>(6 ܡܕܐ C3ܐܐܘ , 

and which does appear in the Greek;10 and 5) the mention here, in BnF syr. 27, of the 

“other translators.” 

BnF syr. 27, lines 103b-107a 

Here, the dissimilarities between the two versions becomes more striking. BnF 

syr. 27 reads: 

0/  

C/ 0/ P7WC3ܪܬܘ /+F7M ܢ>T݀ܗ /+U̇V;0 #) 3)ܪܗ  

.+<T+3ܼܬ̈ܖܬܕ /0ܕ /+.ܗ 23(0̈ ܂C3 0ܘ/ C?CW0ܐ ܘ+Äܼܢ  

F7ܼV< ̈ܐ >ܼ:6 23.ܘT+/ ܐCj (?@3 P7WC3̇ܐܘ ܂Cj  

܂ܝܗܘ7Ä!ܘ S<.23ܐ ܦܐܘ 0̇Wܐܕ   

BL Add. 17148 contains more biographical information as a means of 

supporting the translation technique of the seventy-two translators. BL Add. 17148 in 

column 47c, line 19 through line 30a reads: 

/+F7̈M ܢ>T݀ܗ 3)ܪܗ /0  

/C/ 0;ÜVK3: (# 0̈ܖܬܘ  

P7ÄC3 ܐC?CD0ܘ :ܢܘ/  

p;ܼܿÄa ̈ܖ(+e?G .7Wܬ  

S)23 ܕP7ÄC3 (X0?  

 
 

10 Moutsoulas has in lines 22-23: «οὐαεεεὶ Ἀδὰμ σαλωεὶμ σανᾶ οὐαθεσὰ μηὼθ σανᾶ». 
Epiphanius, To “Peri Metrōn Kai Stathmōn” Ergon Epiphaniou Tou Salaminos: Eisagōgē, Kritikē Ekdosis, 
Echolia, 142. 
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?Cܐ?C/ S)#C̈<T+3 !?Cܕ  

#b(@ >. ܂ܼ>Cܕܪܬܐ  

.e?@3 P7WC3 9U̇V<  

.+<T+3ܼ23((::.ܘ 23.ܐ ܂  

C3ܬ̈ܖܬܕ /0ܕ M7ÄC3@ܕ  

Gܬ>Tܪ0W (# @:KܼDܐ?0  

9U̇V<̇ܐ ܂C?C<܂  

Here, the differences are impractical to enumerate. Instead, the main 

distinctions are the more extensive biographical information recorded in BL Add. 17148 

concerning the seventy-two translators—that while being Hebrew they were instructed in 

Greek from “tender youth”—and the different way BnF summarizes their translational 

activity. Whereas BL Add. 17148 here includes Epiphanius’s judgment that the seventy-

two translated “with insight,” and makes no mention of the seventy-two translators 

omitting words, BnF syr. 27 simply states that the seventy-two “left out and did not 

write” the superfluous and unnecessary words. 

BnF syr. 27, 107b-112a 

Again, BnF appears to summarize Epiphanius’s information; BnF syr. 27 

reads: 

/+T̈ܐ ܘܪh@ #) 23.ܐ  

C/ FK?G?.ܬ ܡܕܐ 3+!ܕ ݀ܝܗ q(! ܒܼ?) ܂GܼܬCj C?CÄܐ  

/C?.ܬܘ FM:23ܬ F̈K+3 ܡܕܐ 3+! ܂FM:2XG FK?Gܼܬܘ  

C<T+3ܼܕ VWCK3@ ܂M7WC3ܼ@ܕ /+.ܗ 23(̈:. ܘܪpl @ḣ #)ܘ  

.23 0b^Äܒܘܬܘ 23.ܐ ܂ܢ C?CWܐC? TV̈;/̇ܬ>.ܕ ݀ܝܗ ܂ P7ÄC3  

.23 0hC3 ܘܼܗܬܕG܂  

BL Add. 17148 in column 47c, line 30a through column 48a, line 7 reads: 

݀ܝܗ q(!ܘ  
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G 6+ܼN?̈+)ܘܕ /Cܬ̈ܖ?@ܕ  

F:23 ܕFK?Gܼ܂ (# @b#a  

݀ܝD. ܂ܼ>Uḃ!ܬܐ G?)ܘܕ  

GܼܬܘWa 0b^W@?<0ܕ  

.U;+<ܬG Ḟb);<܂ (#  

܌܂FM:2XG F̈K+3ܬܘ /C?.ܬ  

ܡa 0#ܪܨ>@ 23.ܘ #)  

P7#ܘ .:)?Gܼ23.ܐ ܂  

ܝܗܘ?!ܐ GܬܘKDCWܼ.ܘ  

.VWCK3ܕ ܝ̇ܗ ܂@Mܼ7WC3  

0ܼܿ/ .23 0hC3 ܕ@+#  

 S)+)<ܬG .:?0ܐWܘ  

ܢ>T݀ܗܕ Cjܐ ܂K3̇)ܗ  

F7̈M+/ ̈ܖܬܘC/ 0̇ܐWC/̇܂  

/C?.ܬ ܡܕܐ 3+!ܕ  

ܦܐ ܂FM:2XG F̈K+3ܼܬܘ   

.23 @̇+<T+3 ܐCj ܐܕS<.23  

9U̇ġ܂ (# p+;XC? 0̇ܐW:ܢ  

FM:K+?Gܬ ܡܕܐ 3ܼ+!  

FK?G ܬܘ.?C/ FK?G܂  

Ṅ!ܪ ܘܐ R+W ܝ]!  

0)?G: 9 23.ܕXC<ܬG  

TḊ23.?:. ܒ: (# .<  

@KDCWܬܘG 0ܕ)?G  

!X23.ܐ ܂ܼܪ @b?C?ܬܘG  

܂G 0)?Gܼܬ>CKܪܬܕ  

aܕܗ ̇ܬW@ܼ?6ܐܘ  
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.2ẌTU+ܼ/0̇ ܬ>.ܕ ܂/ F7̈M+/  

܂C? 6+:23ܼܐܪC/ 07ḧܖܬܘ  

S<.23ܐ /Cܕ ܬ>.  

Gܬ>0̈U):Kܘ ܣ>0e>6ܘ  

?Cܐܪ07h 23.ܕ ܂ÄT+?Ġ!ܐ  

0;U̇V323(9ܐܕ ݀ܝܗ ܂  

/C̈ܖܬܘ /+F7M ܢ>Ṫܗ ܬ>.  

07̇hܪaܼܗ /0ܘ 23.ܐ ܂T݀<ܢ  

݀ܝܗ S<.23 PNܐ ?+@ܕ  

/S)23 0 ܬ>U+@ ܦܐܕ  

C?CWܬ̈ܖ?@ :23:ܼ+6 ܘC/  

܂q !#aܼ(! G?̈+)ܘܕ  

܂F̈K+3ܼܕ ݀ܝܗ C/ !)qܕ >Tܗ  

FK?Gܼ ܘFK?G0 ܂IJ ܕܗa  

.U:23 ܕFK?G ܕ!#a  

/+F7M ܢ>T݀ܗ G?)ܘܕ  

/Cܕ #) ܂ܘܪC/ @ḣ̈ܖܬܘ  

/+.ܗ /)ܪ?@ ܘܬܐ  

/+(2XC.ܘ :S<.23ܐ ?+@ܕ  

/C̈ܖܬܘ /+F7M ܢ>T݀ܗ /0ܕ   

ܼ>:(Fܐ ܘܪḣ@ܬܐ  

0>ܼ?@Äܝܘ̈ܗ ܢ  

܂GܬC?CDCܼ/ C?CW C?CÄܐܕ  

Once again an enumerated list of the differences between these two texts is 

impractical. Clearly the scribe of BnF syr. 27 is summarizing much of the material here; 

the way in which the scribe summarizes Epiphanius, however, leads to some observable 

differences. BnF syr. 27 does not include Epiphanius’s insistence that the seventy-two did 
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not really omit any words.11 Instead, BnF syr. 27 immediately says that the seventy-two 

were “omitting the words since they were superfluous.” Very little else is said, then, 

about the matter of omission in BnF syr. 27 except to note that in Hebrew, such repetition 

of the words is not considered superfluous.12 BnF syr. 27 also does not include 

Epiphanius’s judgment that Aquila and the other translators “translated superficially” by 

keeping the word “year” twice in their translations.13 

BnF syr. 27, lines 112a-122a 

Here, both texts mention Origen and his use of the asteriscus. BnF syr. 27 

reads: 

Gܬ>K̈:(C^K+8 9ḃN 0Uܪܐ #) 3)ܪܗ /0   

.b#̈ܕa: ܐܘFeo 0̈)23 ܐC)+/ ܕ@ḣ9 23.ܘ ܘܪU̇V< ܐT̈+/  

GܬCj C?CÄܐ ܬ0Wܐܬܐܕ Cjܐ /Cܪܬܘ /+F7M /+.ܗ  

bN .D .)UK3.ܕ Cjܐ C? @M7WC3ܐh.ܐ /Cܕ /C?CDCܐ  

TV;ܼ< .D ܕC/ 0ܘ;ÜVK3 ܐ /+.ܗ!ÄT3: (# pl ܐCj  

>. ܂/ܼ+T̈ܐ 9j 6Nܗ ܂/C?CDCܼܐ GܬUK3 C<T+3 C?CÄ(.ܕ  

?+) ܘܐ VWCK3@ ܂̇/C? P)+DCܐTVKX>6ܕ /Cj 0̇ܐ  

.UK3 C<T+3̇܂ C?CÄܬG R+W ܐC?CDC/ ܐCj 0ܼܐܬܐܕW܂ܼܬ  

/+F7Mܕ Gܬ>0U):K ܝܼܗ W@?6ܬ 23.ܕ 0IJ 23.ܐ  

 
 

11 Dean translates column 47d, lines 26b through 28a: 0/̈ܖܬܘ  !B%90 ܢ:5̇ܗ  ܬ:<  2'@>ܐܕ  ܝ̇ܗ   
1ḂYܪGܼ܂  “However, there has been no (real) omission by the seventy-two” noting that Epiphanius cannot 

really mean without qualification “no omission.” Dean, ed., Epiphanius’ Treatise on Weights and 
Measures: The Syriac Version, 17. 

Epiphanius does indeed in the end say that the seventy-two omitted the superfluous second 
“year” in column 47d, line 36b through column 48a, line 1a: ܢ:5݀ܗ !B%90 0/̈ܖܬܘ AẎܘܪ . 

12 It should be noted that this recognition of the idiomatic differences between Greek and 
Hebrew is a shared concern, then, of Epiphanius and the scribe of BnF syr. 27. 

13 While throughout this section in On Weights and Measures Epiphanius is concerned to 
demonstrate the higher quality and validity of the translation of the seventy-two over against Aquila and the 
other translators, the scribe of BnF syr. 27 does not appear to share that concern in this colophon. This is 
not to say the scribe endorses any particular translation; rather, the scribe seems to be interested in relaying 
just the list of text-critical sigla and their functions. 
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/P)+DCܘ ܂C? @M7WC3ܐܕ Cjܐ /0̇ ܂?C? 9UVܼܐhCW@ܕ  

܂>6IÄC>Vܐ 6N 23(0̈ܕ  

BL Add. 17148 in column 48a, line 8 through column 48b, line 2 reads: 

ܪ?@ #) /Cܕ C^K+8ܪܘܐ  

/9K̇, 0̇ ܂Gܼܼܬܐ /+.ܗ  

.eJ ܘܕ(?G 0)?G  

ܼ̇ܗܬ>. /Cܕ 6N ܂Wa+<!ܕ ݀ܝܗ  

Cjܐ >. ܂ܣ>6IW6Vܘܐ  

C?CḊܐ Ub?G!ܕ /0̇  

/+6̈ܖ>M3 @eJ 9@ܼܬܬܕ   

G R+WܬG: C?CW?(0 ܝܼܗ  

0IJ 23.ܐ ܂C?CḊܼܐ  

C3ܕܘD̈+. ܩ>TU7 23.ܕ  

>.#Ṗ?:. ܂U:ÄC3̇.ܘ  

@e?̈@3 ܐ.D̈C3 ܕ@̈M#ܬG  

S̈#CU?Ġ6 #) ܂<PWT3  

P#.K3 .23?0 ܡ0#  

܂Ġܬ>C:Kܗ C? PJܐ  

܂/0e<̈(7ܕ /+.ܗ 23(̈:@  

C?CÄܬG R+W ܐC?CDCܼ/  

܂ܼܢ0Äܐ?C3 0ܬ̈ܖܬܕ /0ܕܘ  

SWCK3 /0ܕ CeK3ܐ  

!<݀CK/̇0 ܂IJ 3+̈!ܘ ܡܕܐ  

0KḊ ܦܐܕ CeK3ܐ ܂C)Dܕ  

0ܼhG ܂Gܼܬܪ>Pܙ G?(0ܕ  

23(0̈ܕ 3)UW. ܦܐܕ ?Tܐ  

/+.ܗ ܬ>. ܂̇>)ܪ#:.  
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܀/+:ܼ+6IÄC>V< 6ܘܐܕ  

aܕܗ ܦܐܕ /Cܕ CeK3ܐ  

q 0IJ 0K3.ܐܬ  

6IÄC>V< 6Nܘܐܘ  

23. /ܼ+.ܗ 23(0̈ ܬ>.  

!>:̇XC?ܼ ܕܗܘa 0̇ܐWCK/܂  

Here, several differences should be enumerated. First, Origen’s activity is more 

specific in BnF syr. 27: ܪܐC^K+8 9ḃN 0U):̈K<ܬG .b#̈ܕa , “Origen compared the versions 

with each other,” ܐܘFeo 0̈)23 ܐC)+/ ܕ@ḣ9 23.ܘ ܘܪU̇V< ܐT̈+/ ܗ.+/ F7M+/ ܪܬܘC/ , and	

“found words that the seventy-two omitted and did not translate.” BL Add. 17148 instead 

simply mentions that Origen “coming after” restored the “missing word” in “every 

place.” Second, for the placement of the asteriscus BnF syr. 27 prefers the prepositional 

phrase P)+DC/  versus BL Add. 17148’s	 ܼ̇ܗܬ>. , which, incidentally, also shows BnF’s 

continued preference for the plural in relation to “words” and any pronominal/object 

references versus BL Add. 17148’s preference for the singular. Third, and most 

signficantly, BnF syr. 27 does not include Epiphanius’s proposed reason for Origen’s use 

of restoring the missing word(s) and the use of asterisci: 0 23.ܐIJ 23.ܕ TU7<ܩ .+D̈ܕܘC3  

܂G S̈#CU?Ġܬ#M̈@ܕ D̈C3.ܐ Ṗ#.< @ë?@3?:. ܂U:ÄC3̇.ܘ , “because he would not permit the 

Jews and Samaritans to reproach the Holy Scriptures in the holy churches.”14 The closest 

comment the scribe in BnF syr. 27 makes is: 0 23.ܐIJ 6ܬ 23.ܕ?@W 0 ܝܼܗU):K<ܬG  

܂>6IÄC>Vܐ 6N 23(0̈ܕ /P)+DCܘ ܂C? @M7WC3ܐܕ Cjܐ /0̇ ܂?C? 9UVܐhCW@ܕ /+F7Mܕ , “But so 

that it does not seem that the version of the seventy has translated too little what is in the 

Hebrew, he placed asterisci by the words.” 

 
 

14 Once again, the scribe in BnF syr. 27 appears not to share most of Epiphanius’s concerns, 
preferring rather to focus on the most immediate information concerning the text-critical sigla as well as 
idiomatic differences between Greek and Hebrew. 
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BnF syr. 27, lines 122b-129a 

Here, both texts finish the discussion of the asteriscus. BnF syr. 27 reads: 

܂ܼܥܕ>0U̇ #) ܂ܬ0ܼWܐܬܐܕ Cjܐ  

ܢܐܘ :73̈)>) ܢܘC?CDܐ F:+3ܕ S+M3ܪX@ܕ T3])ܐܕ  

0/ PK̈K3 0 ܢܐܘ/ F:U3 T?(̇><ܗ ܂ܼܢ(K3 ܗܼܘT<ܢ  

T+/ 0̈)23ܗܕ ܂/+Pܕ>PJ 0̈)23 0U̇ /+:ܼ+6ܕ >6IÄC>Vܐ  

Cj (<̈(73ܐ P7ÄC3ܕ Gܬ>U):K:@ ܂/0̇ /:̈+6  

@XܪS+M30 ܂U):K<ܬG ܕC/ ܕF7M+/ 0ḃ;+3 0ܘe>+3  

.DCܼ/ܐ ܂Cj 023 ܦܐܕ F:U3 .e<̈(730̇ /+.ܗܘ ܂/  

0IJ 6ܐIÄC>V<܀  

BL Add. 17148 in column 48b, lines 3 through 19 reads: 

Ċ#ܐ ܥT? ܕܗ ܘܗa ܘܐ  

F:<P3ܼܕ ܂@WS+M3 ܕF:M3  

ܢܐܘ ܂ܼܢܘC?CDܐ 73)̈>)  

0/ P̈KK3ܼ 0 ܢܐܘ/  

F:U3 T?!̇;<܂ܢ @DT3  

e<(̈7<T3.ܕ ݀ܘܗ 23()>6  

(# 6N Pܼ7ܼ#ܐ ܂CeK3 ܕ.j  

Tḃ<Gܼܗ /0̇ 23(0̈ܕ ܂.+/  

ܢ>Tܼܗ /Cܗܬ>. /+:ܼ+6ܕ  

(<(̈7<T3ܼ܂ S7̈+M/ 0̇/  

@ë?@3 Pܼ7ÄC3ܼܐ ܂CeK3  

܂F:+3ܕ WS+M3@ 73)̈>)ܕ  

܂C/ 0/ 9<F<Gܕ /+;!̈ܬܐ  

CeK3ܐ ܂/Cܼ̈ܖܬܘ /+F7Mܕ   

P̈KK3 /0 73)̈>)ܕ  

ܝܗ aܕܗ ܂/+;!̇?0  
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P)ܼ?G 6ܘܐܕIWC>V<܂ܣ  

Throughout this section BnF syr. 27 shares some of the same language and 

word order as BL Add. 17148, though without BL Add. 17148’s address: Ċ#ܐ ܥT? ܘܗ  

F:<P3ܼ܂ ܘܐ  aܕܗ  .15 Further major differences may be noted: 1) the more explicit 

comparative language in BnF syr. 27: ܐܕ([T3 . . . ܗ(K3  (both words are lacking in BL 

Add. 17148); 2) BnF syr. 27’s preference for the root (>,  whereas BL Add. 17148 

employs	 !;,  consistently; and 3) the plural versus singular references in the final clause, 

as well as lexical differences; BnF syr. 27: 0 /0̇ /+.ܗܘIJ 6ܐIÄC>V<܀  versus BL Add. 

17148:	 ܂ܣ>6IWC>Vܘܐܕ P)ܼ?G ܝܗ aܕܗ . 

BnF syr. 27, lines 129b-159 

The scribe in BnF syr. 27 continues to follow Epiphanius’s material, 

transitioning now to the discussion of the obelus; lines 129b-159 are compared with 

relevant sections from BL Add. 17148 in subsections below. 

BnF syr. 27, lines 129b-134a 

In both texts, the sign of the obelus is introduced and described; BnF syr. 27 

reads: 

aܕܗ /Cܕ ܣ>.X@ܐܕ  — 

aܕܗ ܋ G݀ܬܐ ܀FM+?Gܬ C?CḊܐ  

܂aܪC+3 RXܪ>C/ @)UK3 6ܕ 9݀Ug?0 ܂C?CḊܐ  

/0ܕ /+(Cܐ PJ 0̈)23 ܂N @e?@3 S#CÜ3ܼ+6ܬ?0ܘ  

F7M+/ ܪܬܘC/ 0̇/ 0;ÜVK3 0ܐ+Äܐ ܢ.hܐC?: .<ܕ ܬC/  

܂/:ܼ̈+6 23. ܣ>0e>6ܘ S<.23ܐ  

BL Add. 17148 in column 48b, lines 20 through 36a reads: 

.?FM+?G ܕC/ ܣ>(@ܐܕ  

 
 

15 BnF syr. 27 avoids addresses throughout the summary of Epiphanius’s material.	
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܂C? .Ḋܐ T3ܙ T3ܗ  

ܝܼܗܘ?Cܐ ܋ T3ܗ ܣ>.>@ܐ  — 

Gܬ>0ܼ#@ ܋ Nܼ+6ܕ T3ܗ  

R+W 0?(ܼ?ܘ̇ܗܕ ܂ܼܒ  

܂3ـpܪ>0W 6ܐ?0ܕ  

Cjܐ ܂C/ SܼܿWaܼܕ ܣ>(@ܐ  

!Ub?G ܐp+V+?G܂  

݀ܝܗ /Cܕ 0b3ܘܪ  

܂C?CḊ .<(+?Gܐܕ  

C/ @ë?@3ܕ N+6ܬܬܐ  

/+.ܗ 23(0̈ ܬ>. ܂D̈C3ܼ.ܐ  

/C̈ܖܬܘ /+F7M ܬ>.ܕ  

0̇/ 0;ÜVK3 6+ܼ̈:/̇܂  

@D.+/ ܕC/ ܗ ܬ>.ܕT݀<ܢ  

ܣ>0e>6ܘ S<.23ܐ ?+@ܕ  

.23 0̇+̈?C/܂  

The latter portions of these two texts are in closer alignment than the beginning 

portions. Some notable differences in the first portion include: 1) the variation in mater 

lectionis; BnF syr. 27 spells obelus here	 ܣ>.X@ܐ  while	 ܣ>.>@ܐ  is the spelling preferred 

in BL Add. 17148 and 2) the words chosen to represent in Syriac the meaning of obelus; 

BnF syr. 27 relates that	 0?9݀Ug ܕC/ @)UK3 6<ܪC+3 RXܪa܂ , and does not mention any 

“Attic” usage, whereas BL Add. 17148 calls the obelus a “line” ( 3ـpܪ>6 ), and a “spear” 

( 0b3ܘܪ ), that is, a “lance” ( .<(+?G ). 

While the latter portions of both texts are generally synonymous and share 

similar syntax at times, a few differences are worth noting: 1) the participle 0?6ܬ+N  in 

BnF syr. 27 versus BL Add. 17148’s finite verb,	 N+6ܬܬܐ , though both are from the 

same root; 2) the synonymous terms for the “Holy Scriptures”;	 @e?@3 S#CÜ3  in BnF syr. 
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27 versus	 D̈C3.ܐ  @ë?@3  in BL Add. 17148;16 3) the judgment here in BnF syr. 27 that 

the seventy-two considered the (added) words “necessary” whereas BL Add. 17148 has 

yet to make a judgment concerning the added words; and 4) the references to the 

“followers” ( @+? ) of Aquila and Symmachus absent in BnF syr. 27. Finally, though not a 

difference, an interesting similarity should be mentioned: While BnF syr. 27 has 

generally preferred the plural 0̈)23  versus the singular	 0)?G 	in BL Add. 17148, here BL 

Add. 17148 also uses the plural	 0̈)23 . 

BnF syr. 27, lines 134b-142a 

Here, both texts provide context for why the seventy-two translators added 

words in their translation. BnF syr. 27 reads: 

/+R+W F7M ܢ>Tܼܗ   

/+T̈ܐ >;6ܘܐܘ >ܼ:6 ܢܘ0KD ܢ>Tܼܗ ܂C/ 0;ÜVK3ܼܪܬܘ  

܂T3ܪܬ>+. ܢ>(0 23.ܐ ܂?G 6WCVXCܘܗ 23. ܂23(̈:.  

0IJ R+W ܐܕC? 0̈)23 P7ÄC?G: ܕ(# 9̈?0UV/ .)UK3  

C<T+3 .23 6̈;V/ ܕTbܼ̈<C/ !+)DC/: ܐ ܢܐ!ÄT+?G .23  

/+(:0̈ܘ /Pܕ>0̈hC/ 0Üܕ ?b:2XC. /;6ܘܬ̈?0  

?Cܐh.ܐ ܂9݀Ugܬܐ P7WC3 /0ܕ /+(Cܐ ܢhCÄ@ܕ 023 ݀ܘܗ  

0IJ Pܼ)?G ܕܗa 0 ܂/+;6ܘ̈ܬܬܐ/ F7M+/ ܪܬܘC/  

0;ÜVK3ܼܼܘܗ 23.ܕ ܂G 0b^W SWCK3 C<T+3܂  

BL Add. 17148 in column 48b, line 36b through column 48c, line 24a reads: 

R+W ܢ>Tܗ  

0KDܗ ܢܘT݀<ܢ F7M+/  

C/ 0̈;UVK3 .:̈)23̈ܖܬܘ  

>. ܂>;6ܘܐ /+.ܗ  

 
 

16 Relatedly, BL Add. 17148 uses the syame more consistently than BnF syr. 27 throughout. 
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.>WCV<ܬGܼܼܢ>(0 23.ܐ ܂  

23(̈:. R+W #) ܂T3ܪܬ>+.  

/C? .DCܐ ?Cܐܪ07ḣܕ  

GܬܘKDCW. ܂/ܼ+T̈ܐ >;6ܘܐ  

.VWCK3 ܐC?C<ܼܐ ܂CeK3  

>.ܕ ܂ܼܢܘK/ T>ܼ7W P)+D!ܕ  

.23 0U<̈3!ܘܪܕ 93ܬ  

S#CU3 ܂ܘܼܘܗ .D.+/ R+W  

G !Ub?Gܘܗ ?Cܐ 23.ܕ  

܂C3 .:2X0Wܼܬ̈ܖܬܕ /0ܕ  

P7ܼ#ܐ ܘCe3 ܕC/ 0ܕ>?@Wa  

C?CḊܐ 0b^Waܕܕ ܬܘܗ  

ܬ>. #) :G?(0 ܬܘܗ  

0:))23 C<T+3 0?ܼܬP7Waܼ܂  

܂ܘG P7ܼ#?;6ܘ?. /0ܬ  

C? PJܐ /Cܕ ܘ0Wܕ?:.  

P#.+3 ܚT:Wܕ >.ܘ ܂aܼܕܗ  

.:+?C<23.ܐ ܂ C?CWܐC?  

S<.>3ܨ /0ܕ ܂@+K3̇  

T>̇?(J ܬܼܘܗ DG.ܐܕ  

܂ܘܗ Te;3ܕ ܘ̇ܗ   

In both texts, the initial clauses are closely related, but with variation in word 

order and the addition of the verb	 6:ܼ<  in BnF syr. 27 (note as well the variation in 

construction for the reflexive phrase:	 ܢܘ0KD ܢ>Tܼܗ  in BnF syr. 27 and	 R+W ܢ>Tܗ  

0KDܗ ܢܘT݀<ܢ  in BL Add. 17148). The next clauses are also strikingly similar: .23 ܘܗG  

6WCVXC?ܪܬ>+. ܢ>(0 23.ܐ ܂T3܂  in BnF syr. 27 versus	 .< .>WCV<ܬGܼܪܬ>+. ܼܢ>(0 23.ܐ ܂T3܂  

with slight syntactical variations; for example, the use of the adverb	 6WCVXC?  in BnF syr. 
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27 versus the noun used in the adverbial phrase .< .>WCV<ܬGܼ܂ . 

After these similar clauses, BnF syr. 27 appears to summarize Epiphanius’s 

text more broadly though the main concepts are the same: both texts are concerned to say 

that the seventy-two added words in Greek to help understand ambiguous or unclear 

statements from the Hebrew text. A major difference between the two texts is the absence 

here in BnF syr. 27 of Epiphanius’s regard recorded in BL Add. 17148 that the seventy-

two were “not disassociated from the Holy Spirit”: ܐCeK3 ܕ!K/ T>ܼ7W P)+D23. >.ܕ ܂ܼܢܘ  

܂ܘܼܘܗ  S#CU3 3!ܘܪܕ   0U<̈93ܬ .17 Similarly, BnF syr. 27 makes no reference here that the 

translation of the seventy-two was “according to the will of God that what is sacred 

should be understood”: ܂ܘܗ Te;3ܕ  ܘ̇ܗ   T>̇?(J ܬܼܘܗ  DG.ܐܕ  K3̇+@ܨ  /0ܕ  .18 

BnF syr. 27, lines 142b-151a 

In this closing discussion of the obeli, the scribe in BnF syr. 27 simply 

summarizes much of Epiphanius’s material. BnF syr. 027 reads: 

/+;6ܘܬ̈ܬܐ ?UbXC!ܕ 23(0̈ܕ /C^K+8 P)+DCܪܐ  

S<.23ܐܕܘ P7ÄC3ܕ Gܬ>C/ 6+ܼ̈:/ @:Ü):Kܕ 23.  

ܢܘC? (# @XC̈#CDܐh.ܐ >.Ẍ@ܐ 6N ܂ܼܣ>0e>6ܕܘ  

0U<ܐܕ ܂ܼܥܕ([T3 ܕRXܪa ܘܐ .<(+?G .2XC)+/ ܕP7Wa @Dܢܘ  

0<@#aܼܗ ܂(K3 ܼܘܗG ܐ@X.<ܐ ܂̇ܣCj ܕ ݀ܘܗ@̈I+)?G P7# .DC/  

23.ܘ ܂̇/C?CDC̈ܐ GܬC?CÄܕ /Cj 0̇ܐ ܂P)+DC/ 6+ܼṄܕ 23(̈:.  

6+ܼ̈:/ @:U):K<ܬG ܕP7ÄC3̇ܘܐ ܂ @b# 0/ 0 /+.ܗ;ÜVK3  

?S#0ܼܕ G?ܼ(Cj Pܐ /C̈ܖܬܘ /+U7M@ ܢܐ 23.ܐ ܂3̇)FWܕ  

܂ܬ0ܼWܐܬܐ  

 
 

17 Recall that earlier in this colophon the scribe does relate that the seventy-two received the 
Holy Spirit while translating the Hebrew text (see BnF syr. 27 lines 32-39) and is positive towards their 
translation (see lines 49-50). 

18 The translations of the two lines transcribed in this paragraph are pulled directly from Dean, 
ed., Epiphanius’ Treatise on Weights and Measures: The Syriac Version, 18. 
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Because much of the preceding material from BnF syr. 27 is summarizing 

Epiphanius, the following transcriptions from BL Add. 17184 will only include the most 

relevant sections for the purposes of this comparison.19  

Mentioning Origen in relation to the obelus, BL Add. 17148 in column 50c, 

lines 9 through 18 reads:  

@D ܕC/ @[T3ܼ ܘܼܗܘ  

C^K+8 (# F;+Wܪܘܐ  

0IJ ܦܐܕ CeK3ܐ :#̇@ܐ  

P7# ܣ>6IWC>Vܘܐ  

ܣ>(@ܐ 0IJ ܦܐ K3)ܗ  

.U<ܕܘP3 P7ܼ# ݀.<ܝ  

R+W ܦܐ .D.+/ ܐ!ÄT+?Gܼ܂  

K3 F;+W P7ܼ#݀)ܗ  

 Here, Epiphanius notes how well Origen made use of the asteriscus and 

obelus, but laments, “Oh that he had done the other things as well!” Then later, after 

Epiphanius acknowledges—indeed praises—Origen’s Hexapla or Octopla as increasing 

knowledge, he makes his criticism more explicit; BL Add. 17148 in column 50d, lines 6b 

through13a reads: 

/Cܼܕ ܝ>.  

@:2X0Äa ܕC)D .23  

T;ܼJܘ ݀܂@M):23 ܘܼܗܘ  

@D ܐPܼ<݀܂ܠ (#  

@+U?ܐC? ܐ.q ܗ.+/  

 
 

19 In fact, before even mentioning Origen, several columns in BL Add. 17148 tell the story of 
the seventy-two translators, outlining their living arrangements and the methodology of their translation—
particularly that they translated in thirty-six pairs, each pair working through one book at a time—in much 
more detail than the scribe relates in BnF syr. 27. 
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܂Ġܬ>C:Kܗ 0IJܕ  

>. 3@̈?)ܕ GܬẌ+^6ܘ  

܂C? 9U̇gܐChܪܬܕ  

“If only in his discourses he had not erred, bringing harm to the world and to himself, 

when he taught wrongly the things pertaining to the faith and explained most of the 

Scriptures in an unorthodox manner.”20 In contrast, the scribe in BnF syr. 27 makes no 

such evaluative comment concerning Origen’s work and legacy. 

When discussing the appropriateness of the form of the symbol of the obelus, 

BL Add. 17148 in column 50d, lines 13b through 30a reads: 

23.ܐ  

0IJ ܒܘܬ ܂ܼܣ>.>@ܐ  

/0ܼWTܐ ܂FM+?G?@ ܕ>!̇ܐ  

G?+)>. ܣ>(@ܐܕ J+)ܗ  

/Cܕ Wa<;6 ܂0Wܼܐ?0  

T3 SI<.23ܗ ܝܗܘ?Cܐ  

0U?(b3ܕ J+)ܗ Ce3ܐ  

0)?G: ܬ>.ܕ F7M+/  

C/ 6+ܼ:23: @Mܼ7WC3̈ܖܬܘ /0̇  

/0 ܂C/ .23 0+̇?C3ܼܕ  

F<ܕܘP3 ܘܗ ܂̇ܣ>(@ܐܕ  

G 6+N?(0 ܬ>.ܕ  

0?C#P3̇ܪܬ?0ܕ ܂C:23  

G?)ܘܕ /G 0?(0 ܝܼܗ  

RK>K+?Ġ0 ?+) ܘܐ ܂/  

 
 

20 Translations from Dean, ed., Epiphanius’ Treatise on Weights and Measures: The Syriac 
Version, 21-22. 
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Cjܐ ܂3̇@?)ܕ PDܪܐ  

ܗ?)ܘ#@ C?CḊܐ 23.ܕ /0̇  

Pܼ7WC3 3@?)ܕ  

While both texts note the likeness of the form of the obelus to a lance, BnF syr. 

27 does not include BL Add. 17148’s reference to the “sword” as SI<.23 , nor does it use 

BL Add. 17148’s imagery of the obelus, as a sword, signifying the lifting up of a word 

from the “soil of the Scriptures.” Instead, BnF syr. 27, perhaps expanding on SI<.23 , 

analogizes the obelus’s function to the destruction that a lance makes to the object it 

passes through. 

BnF syr. 27, lines 151b-157a 

Here, the scribe in BnF syr. 27 summarizes the story and methodology of the 

seventy-two translators as outlined by Epiphanius; BnF syr. 27 reads: 

0IJ ܕC/ ܗܕT<ܢ F7M+/ ܪܬܘC/: (# 9U̇V<  

.e?@̈3 S#CÜ3: ̈ܘܙR+/ ̈ܘܙR+/ 9U̇V<: ܐCj ܐܕC? .:2X.q 0/  

܂̇ܣ>+K;+9ܐ a .V#CU3ܕܗ ,9̈ܐ P7ܼ+#a PJܕ FM+?Gܬ  

,@̈?) /9UV< ()b# 0ܬܐܕ ܂F?ܼ(ȯܬ 3)ܪܗ /0ܕ CeK3ܐ  

S<ܕF3ܼܬ ܂.?C/ ܘF? ܙ@̈K?G܂ R#F? ܕC/ ܐܘF?(o 0̈)23  

>.ܘ ܕ>G @)b?(0ܕ V3;:@ܕ ܂FV3̈>;@ ܢܘD@ ܡ0#  

@b+)23 0Ub̈);/̇܂  

It is impractical to transcribe the relevant section from BL Add. 17148, which 

extends throughout columns 48c through 50c. In this material, BL Add. 17148 records 

inter alia Epiphanius’s outline of the living and working arrangements of the seventy-two 

translators, their daily habits, their methodology—particularly that they worked in thirty-

six pairs, each pair translating each of the books one book at a time—and their total 

agreement when the final translations were read before the king. The number “thirty-six,” 

of course, is the main touchstone between both texts. The major distinction between both 
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texts is that BnF syr. 27 does not take the same pains as Epiphanius does, in the text 

recorded in BL Add. 17148, to declare that the work of the seventy-two resulted in total 

agreement.21 Nor does the scribe in BnF syr. 27 give an example of the places where a 

word might be different in morphological form or sense as does Epiphanius as recorded 

in BL Add. 17148 in a later section, column 51b. 

BnF syr. 27, lines 157b-161a 

In this section, BnF syr. 27 describes the hypolemniscus; also, it should be 

noted here that BnF syr. 27 discusses first the hypolemniscus and then the lemniscus, 

which reverses the order found in BL Add. 17148. BnF syr. 27 reads: 

aܕܗܘ FV3̈>;@ ܢܘC^K+8 (# 9^ܼu @Dܪܐ   

?0Ub);XC ܕ>R3 @)bܘܙ #!ܕ C#ȧܐ PJ 0)?G ܂Feoܐ  

ܣ>K+>V:(9ܘܗ Ḋ+(FܼN Pܪ ܂3ܼ)FWܕ /+.ܗ /9݀VD̈ 6IW 0ܐ  

 
 

21 Earlier in BnF syr. 27, the scribe certainly says that the seventy-two translators agreed in 
everything (see BnF syr. 27 lines 47b through 50), but here, the scribe more quickly states that there were 
minor differences, without the same level of nuance in BL Add. 17148. Compare Epiphanius’s statements 
throughout On Weights and Measures; below is a selection. 

The first selection is found in BL Add. 17148 column 50b, lines 1b through 7a: 

S2ܘܪܕ (ܬ:&@! 10ܘ :(H<ܐܕ (ܬ:A&6AF5 #/ܐ19Hܬܕ :19FGܐܕ ܝ̇ܗ \< 5H/FG 0/ܕ (ܘܗܬܕ   

76/T2: !@&ܼ(/# <ṪX:: ܘ># S̈6ܕG >'2 ܂ܼ:?@>̇ܬܐ  

“But that what is said may be clear to you, how marvelously, under the guidance of God and in 
the harmony of the Holy Spirit, they translated harmoniously and were not at variance with one another. . .” 

Then, when discussing the lemniscus, Epiphanius says (BL Add. 17148 column 51b, lines 29 
through 37a): 

ܝܼܗ 2'<ܐ ܂ܼ#/)1O@W 2'<ܘ Ḣ< #/ܐ #/ܐAY/F 1̇0 ܡ16 2'<ܘ D6 ܂ܼ[K!ܬ (ܬ̈)D9#) Z?9̈ܘD"2 A6ܗܘ  

D6 ܐ 1̇0 ܝܼܗ/#/Ḣ 1TO@W(/# 1 0/ܕT#1H) ܘܗ 2'<ܕ (ܘܗܬܕ \/ܐ) >BF 10 ܐ 90<ܗS-̈59#)̇܂  

“And so you may find it in many places, where there is nothing taken away or changed but it is 
the very same (in meaning), though expressed differently, so that it is not foreign to the others. . .”  

Both translations are from Dean, ed., Epiphanius’ Treatise on Weights and Measures: The 
Syriac Version, 21 and 23. In the end, of course, Epiphanius must admit some slight variation between the 
translations due to his discussion of the existence and nature of the lemniscus and hypolemniscus but note 
how strongly he continues to speak of the sameness of the translations of the seventy-two. Dean is probably 
correct to insert “(in meaning)” into his translation. 
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T<S[G #!ܘ aܪRX ܋ ܝܗܘ?Cܐܕ Nܼ+6ܕ ܋T3ܗ  

.?!? 0KD܂  

The most similar section in BL Add. 17148 in column 51c, lines 8 through 29a 

reads: 

+:K>V<܂ܣ .
܋
< 9ܘܗ 0IJ ܋   

@D ܕC/ @[T3 0ܘIJ  

܂/P+Kܼܕ>0 ܣ>K+>V:+.>9ܘܗ  

Ce3ܐܕ ܂ܼܥܕܬܕ CeK3ܐ  

G݀ܬܐ Feoܬ ܢܐܕ  

݀ܝܗ :23:ܼ+6ܕ aܕܗ  

ܢ:9U+I3 3ـpܪ>C?CḊ 6ܐܕ  

6e+:23ܐ C? .Ḋܐܕ  

ܘܐ T<S[G #) :ܣ>(@ܐܕ  

(+? SKI+:23 0/ .?!?  

܂Gܼ݀ܬܐ aܕܗ ܂C? .Ḋܼܐ  

.WܘF:23 9ܘܗܕ<.+:K+>V<ܣ  

0U<ܕP3ܐ ܂Ce3 ܗ(+J  

N PJ+6ܕ 0U?ܼ(oܕ  

0)?Gܼ0 ܂?C#P3ܼ0ܕ ܂/  

ÜVK3;0ܕ ܟܘ#@ R3ܘܙ #!  

T;V?̇ 0)?Gܼܐ ܂Cj 023  

܂ܥܕ>T<S[G 0̇ #! ܘ̇ܗܕ  

ܘܼܗ ܦܐ ܝܗܘ?Cܐܘ  

6<TX0ܼ;<pWܘܐ ܂ܼܢܘ  

N+6ܕ ܝܗ Ḟ)N .:)?Gܕ  

P)+Ḋ܂  

Several main differences are worth noting. Once more, BnF syr. 27 
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summarizes Epiphanius’s material. Interestingly, BnF syr. 27 includes more of Origen’s 

activity than does Epiphanius as recorded in BL Add. 17148. Further, the syntax is 

different in the expressions in both clauses explaining the use of the hypolemniscus; BnF 

syr. 27 says that the hypolemniscus is set beside 0)?G ̇ܐC#a ܘܙ #!ܕR3 @)b<ܕ  

0Ub);XC? 9݀ܐVD̈ 6IW 0/ ܕ /+.ܗFW(3ܼ܂  whereas BL Add. 17148 says that the 

hypolemniscus	 0?C#P3ܼܘܙ #! /0ܕ ܂R3 @#0ܕ ܟܘ;ÜVK3 T;V?̇ 0)?Gܼ܂ . Because of this 

variation in syntax, two different translations of the root	 T;g  are possible in the texts: 

BnF syr. 27, with the context and the inclusion of the adverb	 0Ub);XC? , most naturally 

gives rise to the rendering “translated” whereas Dean	translates	 T;V?̇  as “omitted”.22 

Finally, the description of the form of the hypolemniscus is extended in BL Add. 17148, 

including the description that it is a “simple line” ( 9U+I3 3ـpܪ>6 ) and the further 

explanatory clause explaining “point” ( SKI+:23 ?+) ܘܐ ), and notably does not use the 

term RXܪa . 

BnF syr. 27, lines 161b-164a 

Here, the scribe briefly discusses the lemniscus; BnF syr. 27 reads: 

/+R̈ܘܙ /Cܪܬܕ Feo 0)?ܼGܐܕ /Cܕ Ce3ܐ  

0KD0ܕ ܢܘ;ÜVK3 0Ub);XC? 9ܐV<6 ܂ܼܗN .+:K+>V<ܣ  

/C/ T<S̈[C/ !# 0ܪܬ FܼV+Jܕ aܪRX ÷ ܝܗܘ?Cܐܕ ÷ T3ܗ  

.MJ ܂?!?. /0 #!ܘ  

Once again, the scribe of BnF syr. 27 skips over much of Epiphanius’s 

material, at least as compared to BL Add. 17148; two different comparable passages from 

BL Add. 17148 are transcribed below. Corresponding to the first part of the section from 

 
 

22 Swete summarizes the view of Epiphanius here as, of course, untenable: “Epiphanius indeed 
fancies that each dot represents a pair of translators, so that the lemniscus means that the word or clause 
which the LXX. adds to the Hebrew had the support of two out of the thirty-six pairs which composed the 
whole body, whilst the hypolemniscus claims for it the support of only one pair. This explanation, it is 
scarcely necessary to say, is as baseless as the fiction of the cells on which, in the later Epiphanian form, it 
rests.” Henry Barclay Swete, An Introduction to the Old Testament in Greek, 71.	
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BnF syr. 27—and coming later in the order of discussion in BL Add. 17148—the relevant 

section in column 51a, line 33 through column 51b, line 13a reads: 

0IJ ܕܗa ܘ.DT3  

T3ܗ P3ܕܘ>Fܕ 6e:23ܐ  

PJ 0̈)23 ܐ.D̈C?G  

ܝ?0ܐܕ 0IJ ܂ܼ>:6  

ܢ:Feܼoܬ ܟܘ#@ ?2XC(̇+.ܕܕ  

@;<FV3 ܗܕ.+/ F7M+/  

ܢ:F):23 23.ܕ C/ 0)?G̈ܖܬܘ  

C?CḊܐ aܪḣ@ܕ /Cܕ >.  

23(̈:. 3;6>0̇ܕ 23.ܘ  

#! ̇/0ܕ ܂ܼܥܕܬ ܂Ḋܼ. /+0̈ܕܕ  

/C̈ܖܬ /0 ܘܐ R3ܘܙ  

a 0)?Gܕܗ R3̈ܘܙ  

/C̈ܖܬ 0IJ ܂̇?9ܼU̇Vܬܐ  

T<̈S[G 6ܕ+ܼ:+/ P)<܂ܝܗ  

0?SWC/ ܕC/ ܂/ܼ+.ܗ  

6<TX0;<pWaܼ ܘܐ  

܂0̈b3ܕ  

The most important differences between these two texts are: 1) the !# ܘܙR3  

R3̈ܘܙ /C̈ܖܬ /0 ܘܐ  in BL Add. 17148 versus only the	 /+R̈ܘܙ /Cܪܬ  in BnF syr. 27 (note as 

well the difference in the spelling of “pairs”) and 2) the understood, specific indication of 

the sign: whereas BL Add. 17148 does say that the sign indicates a peculiar translation of 

one or two pairs, it also includes the further qualifying phrase	 0?SWC/ ܕC/ ܂/ܼ+.ܗ  

0̈b3ܕ ܘܐ   6<TX0;<pWaܼ .23 BnF syr. 27 simply notes that the sign indicates that two pairs 

 
 

23 The last two words of this clause, connected by ܘܐ , have the marginal notes	
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“translated it differently.” 

Then, after providing an example—not included or referred to in BnF syr. 

27—illustrating from Psalm 70 and 71 the kinds of translations warranting a lemniscus, 

BL Add. 17148 includes another section explaining the symbol. The section in column 

51b, line 29 through column 51c, line 5a reads:  

GܬG 6^+Ẍ?+)̈ܘ#@ K3)ܗܘ  

ܡ#0 23.ܘ #) ܂Feoܼܬ  

0̇/ @hCWܐC? ܐC? .Ḋ  

23.ܐ ܂ܼ?0b);XC 23.ܘ  

C?CḊܐ /0̇ ܝܼܗ #) ܝܼܗ  

0Ub);XC? ܕC/ 0U?0DG  

23.ܕ Gܘܗܬܕ Cjܐ  

/+.ܗ /G .7W 0ܘܗ  

T3 0;<pWa>6 ܂ÄT+?Ġ!ܐ  

K3)ܗ /Cܕ /+.ܗ ܂ܢ0Äܐ?0  

܂ܼܣ>Fܼ:+/ 0IJ .:K+>V̈ܖܬܐ  

R3ܘܙ #! ܬ>.ܕ /Cj 0̇ܐ  

̇?F?(bܐ ܂R3̇̈ܘܙ /C̈ܖܬ ܘܐ  

0)?G ܗܕ ݀ܝܗ(K3  

܂̇ܬ0Wܐܬܐ  

Once again, one of the main differences is the mention of the unique 

translation warranting the lemniscus of “one or two pairs” as in the previous section. As 

well, and as mentioned before, note how the text in BL Add. 17148 records Epiphanius’s 

concern to drive home the essential sameness ( ܝܼܗ #) ܝܼܗ ) of the texts even where some 

textual difference occurs; BnF syr. 27 does not here record Epiphanius’s concern.	 

 
 
ϹΥΝΑΝΦΟΤΕΡΑ	and	ΗΟΜΟΙΑ, to be translated in the clause “differently” and “similarly” respectively. 
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Corresponding to the second part of the section from BnF syr. 27—coming 

first in BL Add. 17148—the relevant section in column 51a lines 1 through 9, reads: 

÷ .:K+>V<ܗܕ ݀ܘܗ ܣ(K3  ÷ 

?Cܐܕ Cjܐ :ܒ?)?0  

.D .U<ܕܘP3 ܗT3  

ܝܗܘ?Cܐܕ ݀ܘܗ :N+6ܕ  

ܥ0̇h?0ܕ #! 3ـpܪ>6  

ܘܐ C/ S̈KI+:23̈ܖܬ /0  

0̇/  !#  (#  : S̈[G ܍ T<  (+?  

0/ .MJ ܐC?݀ܘܗ :ܝܗܘ  

܂ܼ?!?. /WT3 0!ܐ /Cܕ  

With abbreviated syntax, BnF syr. 27 details more efficiently the form of the 

lemniscus than does BL Add. 17148. Again, BnF syr. 27 prefers the term RXܪa  versus 

BL Add. 17148’s	 3ـpܪ>6  and does not include the	term	 S̈KI+:23 , nor the specifying ܘܐ  

(+? . One spelling variation is of interest:	 T<S̈[C/ 	in BnF syr. 27 versus T<S̈[G  in BL Add. 

17148; the asteriscus above the latter form corresponds to the marginal note,	ϹΤΙΓΜωΝ. 

BnF syr. 27, lines 164bff. 

From this point forward, the scribe in BnF syr. 27 closes out the discussion of 

the text-critical sigla used by Origen, once again attributing the list to Epiphanius, and 

closing with an invitation to add to the body of knowledge concerning the text-critical 

sigla. 
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CONCLUSION 

This thesis has provided a transcription and translation of the colophon at the 

end of Fourth Kingdoms in BnF syr. 27 as well as a comparison of the colophon with 

other known texts from which it derives much of its information. While scholars have 

noted this text, this thesis provides the first translation into English, and shows the 

relationships the several sections of the colophon have with other texts. In the first main 

section, the scribe copies a note from Eusebius that records a short discussion from 

Origen concerning the problem of the dates of Jeroboam’s reign. None of Origen’s extant 

texts contain the exact same information. In the second and third main sections, the scribe 

summarizes and records the list of the Greek versions of Holy Scripture in Pseudo-

Athanasius’s Synopsis Scripturae Sacrae and Epiphanius’s discussion of the versions of 

Holy Scripture, Origen, and Origen’s text-critical sigla from On Weights and Measures. 

At times, the scribe copies very closely from these texts, at other times, he summarizes 

considerably. In all cases, this comparison provides data for the scholar interested in, 

inter alia, Eusebius, Origen, Lucian, Pseudo-Athanasius, Epiphanius, and the various 

Syriac recensions of their writings, as well as the texts related to these figures, 

particularly Origen’s Hexapla and the Syrohexapla. 
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ABSTRACT 

THESE ARE THE WORDS OF EUSEBIUS: A TRANSLATION 
AND ANALYSIS OF THE COLOPHON AT THE END 

OF FOURTH KINGDOMS IN BNF SYR. 27 

Ian Andrew Galloway, ThM 
The Southern Baptist Theological Seminary, 2022 
Faculty Advisor: Dr. Peter J. Gentry 

Over three chapters, this thesis studies the colophon at the end of Fourth 

Kingdoms in BnF Syr. 27, which is divided into several main sections. Chapter 1 

provides a transcription of the colophon, analysis of the main paratextual features, and a 

first-time translation into English. Chapter 2 compares the first main section of the 

colophon with a similar extant text from Origen, noting that no known extant text 

matches the material in the colophon. Then, it compares the second major section with 

Pseudo-Athanasius’s Synopsis Scripturae Sacrae and, to some extent, Epiphanius’s On 

Weights and Measure, noting where the colophon relies on and is different from these 

texts. In Chapter 3 the third major section is especially compared with Epiphanius’s On 

Weights and Measures as it is contained in BL Add. 17148 to demonstrate BnF syr. 27’s 

reliance upon this text. 
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